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The main focus of the thesis is to design and control Autonomous Aerial Systems, also referred to as
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). UAVs are able to hover and navigate in space using the thrust forces
generated by the propellers. One of the simplest such vehicles that is widely used is a Quadrotor. While
UAVs have been predominantly used for "fly and sense" applications, very few investigations have
focused on using them to perform manipulation by contact. The latter is challenging because of the dual
goal of performing manipulation and maintaining stable flight. Because Quadrotors can quickly reach a
location, their ability to manipulate can be impactful in many scenarios. While efficient flight control of
Quadrotor has been an active research area, using Quadrotor to perform manipulation is novel and
challenging. In this thesis, a range of Quadrotor designs and control strategies are proposed in order to
carry out autonomous manipulation of objects.
We first derive a dynamic model of the Quadrotor that accounts for the presence of contact, object
dynamics and kinematics. To improve manipulation performance, a passive light-weight end-effector
interface between the Quadrotor and the object is proposed. The complexity of the dynamics is
systematically reduced by making certain assumptions. The resulting dynamic model is divided into
nonlinear subsystems on the basis of their degrees of freedom, for each of which separate controllers
are designed. An efficient docking approach is proposed that permits fast and aggressive docking, even
at very high speeds. Because a single Quadrotor UAS is limited in manipulation capability, a multi
Quadrotor cooperative manipulation scheme is proposed.
Control strategies are proposed to deal with kinematic and parametric uncertainties. A manipulation
scheme to open a door with unknown hinge location is proposed. A nonlinear adaptive controller is
implemented to perform efficient tracking in the presence of parametric uncertainty.
In order to improve robustness to accidental contacts, a novel flexible Quadrotor, denoted as ParaFlex,
is designed. The advantages of ParaFlex over a rigid Quadrotor are demonstrated. A Simulation, Test and
Validation Environment (STeVE) is developed to facilitate smooth and efficient transition from design
process to simulation to experiments.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Big Picture
Figure 1.1: Examples of Autonomous Aerial Systems that can perform Vertical Takeoff and Landing. (A,B) Parrot AR Drone
[1], (C) Ascending Tech Quadrotor, (D) Quansar QBall4, Quadrotor with a protective cage, (E) ArduCopter with six rotors [2].
Figure 1.2: Examples of manipulation using Autonomous Aerial Systems (AAVs) or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). (A) A
Quadrotor UAV pushing an Object. (B,C) Two Quadrotor UAVs pushing-pulling an Object, (D) Quadrotor UAV opening a door.
The fundamental focus of this thesis is to technologically empower the aerial vehicles, such as the ones
shown in Figure 1.1, to perform manipulation tasks as shown in Figure 1.2. Autonomous Aerial Vehicles
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(AAVs), also referred to as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) shown in Figure 1.1, are able to hover and
navigate in space using the thrust forces generated by the propellers. While AAVs/UAVs have been
predominantly used for "fly and sense" applications, they can also be used for "contact" based
applications. With intelligent redesign, the thrust forces can also be utilized to apply forces to a target
Object, thus inducing a motion. The UAVs first fly close to the Object and safely docks to it. While
maintaining stable flight, a controlled amount of force is applied to the Object. As the Object starts to
move, the UAV continuously ensures flight stability as well as docking stability. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.3. While a single UAV is limited in the manipulation capability, multiple UAVs can cooperatively
perform more complex manipulation tasks, as shown in Figure 1.2(B,C).
1. Fly 2. Dock 3. Manipulate
Figure 1.3: The basic approach in manipulation. (A) The UAV flies to close proximity of the target Object. (B) UAV docks to
the object by means of an end-effector, and (C) UAV performs manipulation by applying a force. In (A) the UAV is in flight
mode with flight dynamics at play, and in (B,C) the UAV is in manipulation mode where both flight and manipulation
dynamics are at play. After the manipulation process, the UAV undocks and enter into flight mode as in (A).
While efficient flight control of UAVs has been an active research area, using them to perform
manipulation by contact is novel and challenging because of the dual goal: perform manipulation and
maintain stable flight. The focus of this thesis is the development of a number of Quadrotor designs and
control strategies in order to carry out autonomous manipulation.
In the proposed approach, the UAV uses a lightweight, passive end-effector mechanism to interface with
the Object, as shown in Figure 1.3(C). As a result, the dynamics of the UAV is coupled with that of the
Object with several free degrees of freedom. Careful design choices have to be made to ensure that the
aerodynamic coupling is minimized, which otherwise would complicate the dynamics. A nominal flight
controller fails to stabilize the UAV during a contact event. Designing stable and efficient manipulation
schemes requires a thorough understanding of the new dynamics. Unlike in free-flight scenarios, the
UAV has to perform more precise maneuvers in order to carry out the manipulation task, thus placing
stringent requirements on controller performance. When multiple UAVs manipulate a single object, the
18
resulting complex dynamics has to be systematically simplified and modularized in order to make
control design possible. When some of the system parameters are unknown, carryout manipulation
becomes inefficient and sometimes impossible. Adaptive control schemes have to be designed to
address this issue. While intentional contact is used to perform manipulation, accidental contacts can
occur during a free-flight operation and may potentially damage the UAV. In order to robustify the UAV
to accidental contacts, control based solution can be obtained, but this alone will not suffice. Therefore,
a UAV design solution has to be provided. To address this, a flexible Quadrotor design, designated as
ParaFlex, is proposed. These discussions imply that new methods have to be developed for the design
and development of novel Quadrotors that are able to successfully manipulate objects while
maintaining stable and robust flight. This is the focus of the thesis.
We first derive a dynamic model of the Quadrotor that accounts for the presence of contact, Object
dynamics and kinematics. To improve manipulation performance, a passive light-weight end-effector
interface between the Quadrotor and the Object is proposed. The complexity of the dynamics is
systematically reduced by making certain assumptions. The resulting dynamic model is divided into
nonlinear subsystems on the basis of their degrees of freedom, for each of which separate controllers
are designed. An efficient docking approach is proposed that permits fast and aggressive docking, even
at very high speeds. Because a single Quadrotor UAS is limited in manipulation capability, a multi
Quadrotor cooperative manipulation scheme is proposed.
Several control strategies are proposed to deal with uncertainty, particularly in the presence of
kinematic and parametric uncertainties. A Quadrotor manipulation and control scheme to open an
unknown door is designed, where the door kinematics is assumed to be unknown. When the
Quadrotor's parameters are unknown, a nonlinear adaptive controller is implemented to perform
efficient trajectory tracking.
While establishing contact was intentional in the above manipulation tasks, contacts can occur
accidentally that may lead to a crash. In order to improve robustness to accidental contacts, a novel
flexible Quadrotor design is proposed to further improve the robustness.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration: A disaster stuck place (Oslo, Norway, 22 July, 2011). Overlaid on top are the Aerial Vehicles, equipped
with manipulation capability, can readily fly and reach the top floor where search and rescue operation can be executed.
Ground Robots Aerial Robots
Figure 1.5: Performance comparison of Ground Robot with Aerial Robots during a search and rescue mission. In (A,B,C), a
ground robot has to traverse a rough and unknown terrain, and may take prohibitively long time to reach the location. In
(D,E) a set of Quadrotor UAV reach the location much faster than the ground robots. Because they can perform
manipulation, they cooperatively open the window and let themselves inside. They then perform the necessary
manipulation tasks, such as moving hazardous items out of the way, or clearing the space.
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A simulation, test and validation environment (STeVE) is developed to facilitate smooth transition from
design to simulation to experiments. STeVE consists of several software and hardware tools, some of
which are developed in house, and includes Hardware-in-the-loop test facility and actual flight systems.
In addition to validation of the Quadrotor designs and control strategies using STeVE, the efficacy of
various manipulation and control schemes is demonstrated through extensive flight experiments.
1.2 Potential Applications
With the ability to fly and manipulate objects, several novel applications can be proposed. The ability to
fly permits the UAVs to reach a target location with speed and efficiency. The ability to manipulate while
being in the air enables them to perform tasks which otherwise would be extremely inefficient or
impossible. Consider the scenario shown in Figure 1.4. A number of UAVs that are manipulation capable
can readily fly to the top floor of the building where a search and rescue mission has to be performed. If
for instance a window or a door needs to be opened to enter, the AAVs can perform such an operation.
The main advantage here is the time to reach the location, which is in the order seconds. If a ground
robot, like the ones shown in Figure 1.5 (A,B,C) have to reach the location, they may take several
minutes to reach because of traversability issues. Once inside the building, UAVs can perform various
tasks, some examples shown in Figure 1.5 (D,E).
Another example is remote assembling, where a set of UAVs can move and assemble deployable tents
before humans could reach there. UAVs can perhaps help disabled open doors or clear their path as
they navigate an unknown environment. They can also be used for contact based inspection or repair,
for example, ship or building exterior inspection. They can also aid other larger systems, for example a
heavy crane can lift a large object while smaller UAVs can push the object to precision maneuver.
The proposed approach utilizes dynamics contacts in order to dock and apply forces to another object.
Recently, several groups have used other method to perform manipulation. The following section
summarizes these methods and compares them to the methods proposed in this thesis.
1.3 Prior Art
In this section, we start with prior art on UAVs in general and then present related work on utilizing
UAVs for manipulation tasks.
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There has been extensive research on the Autonomous Aerial Vehicles, commonly referred as
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Quadrotor or Multi rotor based UAVs that have the capability of
hover have particularly seen more interest in recent research. Modern day mini UAVs can be battery
operated for several minutes, and weigh anywhere from around few grams to few kilograms. With
wireless capability, onboard sensing and powerful onboard computation capability, they are now being
extensively used indoors, urban spaces, and outdoors. As of today, their main limitation are the flight
time, payload capacity, and global state estimation [cite]. With the battery technology improving every
day, and progress in state estimation research, the UAVs may be much more ubiquitous in the coming
days. The original idea of a Quadrotor was proposed in early 1 9 th century [3]. Some of the early work on
mini battery operated Quadrotors [4-6] focused on understanding the dynamics and proposed control
designs. Approximation of the dynamics is often necessary in order to design a controller and therefore
it is important to understand the relative importance of various components of the dynamics. For
instance, in most cases the aerodynamics effects and propeller nonlinearities are ignored. [7-11]
provides an extensive coverage of state of the art in UAV design, modeling and control.
While a number a research groups have focused on flight controls, only a handful of research groups
have investigated the idea of utilizing UAVs for manipulation. GRASP Laboratory at University of
Pennsylvania [12, 13] proposed two main methods for object manipulation using UAVs, presented in
Figure 1.6. Multiple Quadrotors are connected to a single Object using cable as shown in Figure 1.6(A).
An optimum trajectory is designed for each of the Quadrotor in order to carry the object [cite paper].
Although this method is well suited for pick and place task, the method requires that the cables are
firmly connected before the start of manipulation, and cables have to be detached after the
manipulation, demanding additional mechanism or human assistance. Another method proposed by the
same group, shown in Figure 1.6(B), is to use active grippers on the Quadrotor. The gripper is driven by
servo motor and can grasp an object of suitable size, weight and shape. [cite the paper] presents the
control algorithms, and assembling algorithms to build a structure which is shown in Figure 1.6(C).
Although quite useful in several situations, several drawbacks of this system prohibit general
applicability. Firstly, the active gripper is an added weight and consumes power. For a UAV that weighs
about 0.5kg, the typical payload capacity is approximately 40% (lift capacity of around 200grams with a
reasonable flight time of ~15mins). The addition of the gripper (~50-100grams) reduces to the payload
capacity by a significant amount. The remaining payload capacity, of the order of 20% of the UAV
weight, limits the kinds of objects that can be lifted. Further, the object should have a matching feature
for the gripper to obtain a successful grasp, which is very restrictive. Lastly, during lifting, the object
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should be grasped at a point closer to the center of gravity. Otherwise, the off-center mass has to be
countered by a torque from the UAV, which is already a torque-limited system. From the dynamics point
of view, once grasped, the UAV and the Object forms a rigid body with a new mass and inertia
properties resulting in a relatively straightforward control design. A minor point to add is that during
picking process, the UAV is directly above the object, which means the air flow of the UAV is significantly
disturbed by the shape of the Object. Control design has to account for the modified aerodynamics in
order to produce corrective inputs.
Figure 1.7: (A) shows the work done at Yale University [14, 15], where an outdoor helicopter is equipped
with a gripper to pick up an object. The approach is similar to that of Figure 1.6(B) [12] and suffers from
the drawbacks which have been listed above. A minor point to note is that, because this is a large
outdoor helicopter, picking an object on ground can be very challenging because of the ground effect.
Work done at ETHZ [16-18] , shown in Figure 1.7: (B) utilizes modular UAVs to perform self-docking to
become larger UAV structure. Although UAV is in contact, the goal is to create a larger UAV and not
manipulation.
[16] proposes using Quadrotors to perform juggling with a ball, as shown in Figure 1.7: (C). The position
of the ball is tracked and predicted. An "impact point" is estimated where the Quadrotor needs to move
to pitch the ball up. The Quadrotor is commanded to arrive at the impact point with a desired velocity
such that the next hit of the ball produces a desired motion of the ball. [18] proposes using Quadrotors
(equipped with a gripper) to assemble a structure with bricks. Again, the idea is similar to that shown in
Figure 1.6(A).
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Figure 1.6: AAV based manipulation carried out at GRASP Lab of UPenn [12, 13, 19-21]. (A) Three Quadrotors cooperatively
carry a payload using cables are the interface. (B) A Quadrotor is equipped with a gripper that can grasp an object. (C) Using
gripper, the Quadrotor assembles the individual pieces to form a structure.
Figure 1.7: (A) A helicopter with gripper designed at Yale to pick and carry a payload [15]. (B) A group of aerial vehicles
designed at ETHZ to dock with each other to form a larger platform [17, 18]. (C) A ball juggling Quadrotor designed at ETHZ
[16].
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1.4 Key Features of the Thesis Approach
The approach used is one where the UAV contacts the object by docking and manipulates it by a
combination of push forces. The first step therefore, is the selection of a suitable end-effector that
facilitates safe and efficient docking and accurate and agile manipulation. The end-effector also dictates
the dynamics of the overall UAV and hence the control design. Aerodynamics that enters the picture
when the UAV is in close proximity to the object is also a factor. The aerodynamic effects and the
selection of the most suitable end-effector are discussed in Chapter 2.
The next component of our approach is the derivation of the underlying dynamics. As this is significantly
different in the case when the UAV is in free-flight versus when it is in contact with the object, we
separately derive the dynamic models in both of these cases. In each, case, since the system is
underactuated, we propose methods to group the dynamics into two sets, one which describes the
states that influence manipulation, and those do not. These models are used both for deriving contact
stability while docking and during manipulation, and for deriving control strategies for the manipulation
tasks themselves. This is presented in Chapter 3.
The problem of manipulation with a single UAV is first discussed. Insights from this case are used to
address manipulation using two UAVs. One of the main bottlenecks in manipulation is slow docking. We
propose an aggressive docking strategy where the Quadrotor can impact an object while maintaining
stable flight. This strategy is also helpful when there is an uncertainty in object's location. Chapter 4
discusses manipulation schemes using a single and two Quadrotors.
We propose two manipulation schemes when the system parameters are partially known. In the first
case, we assume the object parameters, like mass, are unknown and in the second case we assume the
Object kinematic constrains are unknown. The latter is illustrated through tasks such as Quadrotor
opening a door whose hinge location is unknown, as well as manipulation of an object with a more
arbitrary kinematic constraint. Chapter 5 discusses the control solutions in the presence of uncertainty.
To address accidental contacts, and to further improve robustness, we design a flexible Quadrotor,
denoted as ParaFlex. The main feature of Paraflex is a rigid frame with flexible joints, which allows a safe
deformation of the vehicle with the on-set of collisions. This is addressed in Chapter 6, where the
underlying dynamics, its response to collisions, and advantages over a rigid Quadrotor are discussed.
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In all of the above cases, the proposed modeling approach and control schemes are validated using
realistic numerical simulation followed by flight tests wherever possible. An integrated suite of tools is
developed to facilitate simulation, hardware-in-the-loop tests and flight tests. This setup is denoted as
Simulation Test and Validation Environment, STeVE for short. STeVE consists of various - off-the-shelf
and in-house - developed software and hardware components. The main advantage of STeVE is that it
enables smooth transition from conceptual design to simulation to flight experiments. The details of
STeVE are presented in Chapter 2. The simulation and experimental results for each of the previously
mentioned manipulation schemes are presented in the relevant chapters.
1.5 Advantages of the Proposed Approach
The proposed method utilizes dynamic contacts and performs push-and-pull operation only. Also it does
not involve air lifting. Many of the tasks in real-world can be accomplished using a combination of
pushing and pulling. Example tasks are the opening of a door or pushing a cart. Because the contact is
established dynamically, it neither requires preparatory work like cable attachment nor does it require
specific features to grasp on to. Moreover, since we do not lift the object, the payload capacity is
virtually unlimited. For instance, a Quadrotor weighing 0.5kg can typically push with a 2N force. Object
weighing 10s of kilograms can be easily pushed with such forces. The only limiting factor, however, is
the stick friction, which can be dealt to some degree using impact manipulation. Multiple UAVs can
cooperatively push-pull an object to achieve higher degree of freedom manipulation and producing
larger collective forces and torques. As will be shown later, masses of up to 4Kgs are easily manipulated
using a low cost Quadrotor weighing only 400grams. The push operation is power efficient because the
UAV virtually consumes almost the same amount of power as it consumes to hover.
Another advantage of our approach is due to the fact that the UAV is on the side of the Object as
opposed to being on the top. As a result, the air-flow of the UAV is undisturbed. In addition, the end-
effector interface design proposed in this thesis is a passive, light-weight (~10grams or 2% of UAV
Weight) mechanism, which translates to significantly more flight time.
Also, the methods proposed in this thesis can also be utilized for applications requiring air lifting by
having one powerful UAV lift the Object using a cable system with several light weight UAVs performing
precise manipulation using the approach of this thesis.
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1.6 Thesis Contributions
* The thesis presents the selection of the nature of manipulation scheme using UAVs through a
combination of free-flight and docking. Through docking and application of controlled forces,
the thesis presents multi-UAV, multi-degree of manipulation schemes.
* The thesis proposes design of passive, light-weight end-effector that facilitates stable docking
and efficient manipulation of Objects.
* Through simulation and experiments, the thesis validates the proposed control solutions for
several types of manipulation
o Dynamics for a single UAV manipulating an Object is proposed and a control scheme is
presented. A reference input is design procedure based on the constraints imposed by
the contact stability condition is presented. The modeling approach and control
schemes are validated through simulation and flight tests.
o Dynamics for two UAVs manipulating an Object is presented. To ease the control design,
a systematically reduced order, fully actuated dynamical system is derived. The
necessary contact stability conditions are derived and a method to design the reference
input that satisfies these conditions is presented. The proposed approach is validated
using simulation and flight tests.
o The thesis proposes manipulation strategies in the presence of uncertainty. Using path
of least resistance approach, a scheme to manipulate objects that have unknown
kinematic constrains is presented. Through simulation and experiments, a Quadrotor
opening a door with unknown hinge location is presented. When the system parameters
such as the mass are unknown, the thesis experimentally demonstrates the
performance of adaptive nonlinear tracking controller.
o The thesis presents a novel design for a flexible Quadrotor denoted as ParaFlex. The
robustness of ParaFlex to accidental contacts is shown using simulation and
experiments.
* For the purposes of validation of above mentioned schemes, a Simulation, Test and Validation
Environment (STeVE) is developed. The thesis presents the components and interconnection of
STeVE and how it permitted fast and efficient validation.
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1.7 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized into the following seven chapters.
Chapter 2: We present the architecture and components of Simulation, Test and Validation Environment
(STeVE). Details of how the hardware-in-the-loop and flight test setup were used are presented. Various
end-effector designs are presented, and their relative performances are compared.
Chapter 3: We delve in to mathematical modeling of the Quadrotor manipulation system. We present
the dynamics of Quadrotor when it is in free-flight and when it is in Contact. We then derive the
dynamics when two Quadrotors are manipulating a single object. We show how the complexity of the
equations of motion is reduced by splitting the overall dynamics into sub systems. We derive contact
stability conditions for the Quadrotors to remain docked.
Chapter 4: Using the equations of motion, we proceed to design control algorithms to perform tracking
and in turn to perform manipulation. We demonstrate the efficacy of the controller through simulation
and flight experiments. We demonstrate a single and two Quadrotors pushing an Object.
Chapter 5: Here we proposed solutions for more complex manipulation, like the Quadrotor opening a
door. We propose control strategies to perform manipulation when some of the system parameters are
unknown. We demonstrate the proposed design to manipulate objects with unknown kinematic
constraints and unknown mass.
Chapter 6: While ideas presented in preceding chapters proposed stabilizing a Quadrotor when it is in
contact and to perform manipulation, in this chapter we present a Quadrotor design solution. The
design provides robustness to the Quadrotor in the face of an impact. We present flexible Quadrotor
design and demonstrate its efficacy through numerical simulation and flight experiments.
Chapter 7: We conclude the thesis by summarizing the results from each of the chapters. We briefly
comment about the potential future work, listing specific directions.
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2 Simulation, Test and Validation Environment
Simulation and Flight experiments are necessary to validate the proposed UAV designs, manipulation
schemes and controls schemes. Apart from the function of validation, they also serve as a tool to aid in
research. A number of findings happen within the simulation, thus cutting down expensive flight tests.
Further, transitioning from simulation to flight tests can bring in unexpected hurdles, for example the
Quadrotor models used in simulation are always an approximation to the real Quadrotor. A control
system designed and tuned in the simulation thus may not perform well in the flight experiment. In
order to address this problem, a standard practice is to use Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) setups. HIL
essentially adds realism to the simulation by replacing the model of the plant with actual components of
the plant (in this case a Quadrotor). HIL permits smooth transition from simulation to flight test,
isolating any design issues in the early phase. Another advantage of HIL is its ability to provide access to
states of the Quadrotor which is not directly measurable in real flight experiments. For instance, forces
generated by the actuators can be measured.
Figure 2.1: A block diagram representation of STeVE showing some of its key components.
The proposed Simulation, Test and Validation Environment, STeVE for short, is a collection of hardware
and software tools to address the above mentioned goal. In this chapter, the components of STeVE are
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presented, and some of key performance metrics are reported. Results from HIL experiments and how it
helped make design choices are presented.
2.1 Simulation Subsystem
We used MATLAB Simulink [22] to perform most of the core computation including simulation of
Quadrotor and also implementation of control algorithms. Since the Quadrotor is expected to make
contact with an object, collision events have to be detected and collision forces have to be included in
the simulation. This particular feature is difficult to implement in MATLAB. In order to perform collision
based simulation, we resorted to another simulation tool PhysX [23], a free rigid-body simulation
environment (RSE for short) package. We also extensively used MSC Nastran [24] as a replacement for
PhysX. PhysX is available as a C++ library and requires extensive programming in order to build and
simulate a Quadrotor and the Objects in the environment. Nastran, however provides a modeling
environment to interactively build the Quadrotor body and other environmental objects. The main
advantage of RSE is that it allows modeling of rigid bodies of arbitrary shapes and can perform collision
based simulation very efficiently at high rate and accuracy. We could achieve frame rate of up to 500Hz
in our case using PhysX. Nastran however was non real-time, but more accurate than PhysX. The control
algorithm was implemented in MATLAB Simulink, and MATLAB communicated with RSE though a
communication interfaces that was developed using C++ and Communication Library Functions.
2.2 Hardware-In-The-Loop Test Facility
Although RSE handled collision within the simulation, it still lacks the realism of a real Quadrotor.
Modeling all of the aspects of a real Quadrotor is time consuming and often impossible. To address this
issue, we incorporate some of the hardware components of the Quadrotor into the simulation in order
to make the overall simulation more realistic. The hardware component is interfaced to the simulation
through necessary digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converter interfaces. We propose two types of
HIL setup. The first one uses a force-torque sensor is shown in the Figure-2.2. The second one uses a
motion sensor as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: HIL Setup Utilizing a Force-Torque sensor to measure the Actuator generated forces. Equations show the Thrust
and moment generated as a function of propeller speed and other system constants.
2.2.1 Force Based HIL
In the simulation the Quadrotor is modeled using a rigid body. The actuators are modeled as a second
order system with quadratic nonlinearities which arise due to propeller aerodynamics [4]. These models,
however sophisticated, fail to include all of the nonlinearities of the actuator that arise due to the
electronic speed controller and propeller aerodynamics. Moreover, when the Quadrotor is flying close
to an object or another Quadrotor, the air flow in the propeller get disrupted, as a result causing
disturbances. These aspects are hard to model in the simulation. As a solution, we replace the
simulation model of the actuator with a real hardware actuator. The Quadrotor actuators, along with
the frame of the Quadrotor are mounted on a force-torque sensor. The developed hardware setup is
shown in Figure 2.3 and its function is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Using the HIL setup of Figure 2.3, we
performed a number of experiments including (1) system identification of the actuators (2) compare
different types of propellers and motors in terms of noise/vibration performance, and (3) proximity
effects - when there is an obstruction to the flow of air, assess the changes in lift forces.
Since the actuator is speed controlled, the motor model was assumed to be
H (s) = e- 1 (2.1)(l+ rs)
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Figure 2.3: The fabricated setup of HIL with a Force-Torque sensor. (A) shows the schematic with the actual force-torque
sensor shown in the inset. (B) Shows the instrumentation system mainly consisting of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters. The large size of is due to large power drivers for the motors. The computer housed the LabView NID DAQ cards
for data acquisition. (C) Shows a DRAGAN FLY Quadrotor frame consisting of brushed DC Motors. (C) Shows Ascending Tech
Quadrotor frame with brushless 3-phase motors.
The time delay TD and the motor time constant r were identified using the system identification tool
box of Matlab. The quadratic response of the thrust force as a function of propeller speed was verified,
that is Fy, =kw ,,,. A quadratic function was fitted as
F =a+bv+cv2 (2.2)
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Where F, the lift is force and a,b,c are the constants, and v is the input to the actuator. Equation-
(2.2) then was used to linearize the quadratic around the operating point in order to perform control
design. In the experimental study, the best motor was found to be of brushless 3-phase type, made by
Hacker. Other motors included geared brushless motors, and geared brushed DC motors.
Proximity effects were studies using the Force based HIL. When the motor was running a fixed speed, an
obstacle (a flat piece of wood) was introduced 12 inches below the propeller. This resulted in an
increased lift force, as shown in the experimental result in Figure 2.4. This effect is also known as ground
effect.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental result of force measurement. The actuator is given an a constant input to generate a fixed lift force
of 0.76N. When an obstacle is introduced 12 inches below the propeller, lift force increased by about O.1N. The plot shows
the fluctuation of the lift force as the obstacle was repeatedly introduced.
2.2.2 Motion Based HIL
In the case of Force based HIL, the HIL replaced the actuators and not the Quadrotor itself. The rigid
body dynamics had to be simulated by applying the forces measured from the HIL. To take the HIL one
step further, a motion based HIL was developed. In the motion based HIL, instead of a fixed Quadrotor
frame, the Quadrotor was free to move in a confined space, and the motion of the Quadrotor was
measured. The forces generated by the actuators now act on the frame, and the simulation system uses
the measured position and orientation.
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The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.5. A Phantom Haptic Device [25], a mechanical 6DoF motion
sensing (and force feedback) device is used to sense the motion of the Quadrotor. It is essentially an
articulated 6DoF mechanism with 6 joint angle sensors. The Quadrotor frame is rigidly mounted on the
end-effector of the Phantom device. The Phantom device is equipped with high resolution (4096 counts
per rotation) optical encoders at each of the joints. The encoder reading translated to angle so the
joints. Using the measured angles and performing forward kinematics, the end-effector location was
determined. The end-effector location corresponds the Quadrotors position and orientation, which is
used in the simulation.
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Figure 2.5: HIL Test Facility showing Quadrotor mounted on a motion sensing platform. Here the Quadrotor is free to move in
a confined space.
The key feature of the above mentioned HIL is it's agility to sense the position and orientation as a high
rate of 5000Hz. Such measurement rates are usually hard to achieve in real flight experiments. The main
drawback of this HIL is the parasitic dynamics that comes because of the mechanical motion sensor.
Another disadvantage of course is the range of motion achievable. The workspace was limited to
approximately 200mm cube. The HIL was used to evaluate end-effector designs and also to perform
adaptive control based manipulation experiments, which is presented in Chapter-5.
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2.3 End-Effector Design
in order to perform manipulation, the UAV has to first establish a mechanical coupling. The interface
between the object and the UAV is termed as the End-Effector. The End-effector is part of the UAV,
which is used to dock to the object. Since the UAV is on the periphery of the object, the air flow is not
disturbed, which otherwise would have caused aerodynamic disturbances as noted in the experimental
result of Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.6: End-effector designs.
We proposed and evaluated a number of End-effector designs shown in Figure 2.6. The first design is in
Figure 2.6(A), which is point-on-surface constraint. Although it is simple, because of point contact, the
end-effector is not robust. The second design shown in Figure 2.6(B) is more robust because two beams
and line-on-surface contact. However, when the UAV rolls about the end-effector axis, the bar touching
the surface of the object slides, which produces friction torque. This is undesirable because the UAV
needs to freely roll to correct for any disturbances. Obstruction to roll can lead to inefficient
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manipulation preformation. In both Figure 2.6(A) and (B), the contact reaction force introduces a torque
on the UAV, which has to be countered through appropriate control design. As an alternative, Figure
2.6(C) shows a curved segment at the end-effector. As the UAV banks to apply the necessary force, the
contact point moves in such a way that the contact reaction force does not introduce a torque. This
simplifies the dynamics and also the manipulation process. The main disadvantage of this mechanism is
the compliance. Because the contact reaction force is in line with the UAV center, an aggressive docking
may lead to instability. Further, the design in Figure 2.6(C) does not have the soft compliance which
exists in the design of Figure 2.6(A) and (B). The final design which captures of the best features of
Figure 2.6(A,B,C) is the design in Figure 2.6(D). Design of Figure 2.6(D) is essentially similar to that of the
design in Figure 2.6(A), except that it has two revolute joints as shown in Figure 2.7. The joints permit
the UAV to perform roll around the x-axis, and also to swivel around the z-axis (point outward from the
plane of Figure 2.7). Figure 2.8 shows the experimental setup utilizing two promising End-effector
designs.
Figure 2.7: End-Effector design showing the joints and degrees-of-freedom.
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Figure 2.8: End-effectors used in experiments. (A) Application of design shown in Figure 2.6(B). (B) Use of design shown in
Figure 2.6 (D).
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Figure 2.9: The architecture of flight test environment. The position and orientation of the UAVs are sensed by Vicon Motion
Capture System [26]. An interface program reads the position and orientation from the network and forwards it to the
control/simulation module. The control system then computes the control commands which are then forwarded to the UAVs
via WiFi via the interface program. The interface program manages various events including initialization, take-off and
landing. It is also responsible for visualization and data logging.
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2.4 Flight Test Environment
The final validation of the control algorithms is conducted in a flight test environment. The architecture
of the flight test setup is shown in Figure 2.9. The position and orientation of the UAVs are sensed at a
high rate (up to 250Hz) by the Vicon Motion Capture system (26]. The date reaches the control
computer by means of a TCP/IP network. An interface program developed in C++ acts as a junction block
for various data streams. The position and orientation is formatted and forwarded to the control
system. Matlab Simulink handles the incoming state information and computes the control command
for the UAVs, which is then forward to the interface program. The interface program formats the
command data and forwards it to the UAVs using UDP protocol through WiFi. All of these events happen
synchronously and it is ensured that the delays is as least as possible. The interface program also
provides GUI for the user and performs various additional tasks such as takeoff, landing and emergency
landing.
Figure 2.10: Quadrotor Control Loop.
From the control loop perspective, there are mainly two main loops. The Quadrotor has onboard gyros
that prove angular velocities. A part of the control loop, termed as onboard-control is directly
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implemented on the Quadrotor. The outer loop consists of more complicated controllers which are
implemented on a Desktop Computer. The control loops are sown in Figure 2.10. The AR Drone
Quadrotor is equipped with an onboard computer that runs Linux operating system. A control
application is written in C++ that resides onboard. The onboard control software communicates with the
interface program using UDP protocol, and also perform local control computation at 200Hz. The
position and orientation of the object being manipulated are also sensed and reported to the interface
program.
2.5 Summary
This chapter proposed the architecture and components of STeVE, and various end-effector designs.
STeVE permitted smooth transition from simulation to experiments, cutting down significant amount of
software and hardware duplication. Hardware-in-the-loop setup enabled evaluation of various end-
effector designs and permitted selection of a promising design. It also permitted evaluate of adaptive
control algorithms. Simulation and experimental results using STeVE are presented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6.
The End-effector design proposed in this chapter is used for manipulation tasks proposed in Chapter 3, 4
and 5.
In the next chapter, we will focus on deriving the underlying dynamics when the Quadrotor is in contact
with the Object.
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3 Dynamics of Quadrotor In contact
When the Quadrotor is docked to an object, its dynamics is much different from that of a free-flight
dynamics. In order to design a controller to stabilize the UAV when it is docked, it is necessary to
understand the dynamics, which is the focus of this chapter. First we present the dynamics of the
Quadrotor in free flight, and linearize it around hover position. We then derive the nonlinear equations
of motion when the Quadrotor is docked to the object. We retain the most dominant components of
the dynamics and ignore effects due to aerodynamics and actuator dynamics. The reader is referred to
[15-26] for more complex Quadrotor models and control solutions [14, 20, 27-36].
3.1 Dynamics of the Quadrotor in Free-Flight
The Quadrotor has four inputs, which are given byFb, MO, MO,M,, the collective thrust force in body
frame along zb axis of the body, and the three body moments respectively. These are also known as
Helicopter style inputs, which are resolved into individual actuator commands through a simple linear
transform.
ZQ
zI , z
rI W
y1 ,y2
if
Figure 3.1: Coordinate system for the Quadrotor UAV
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X2,XgQ
The coordinate system is shown in Figure 3.1. Let P = XQyQ, be the center of the Quadrotor
and #,0,q/ be the roll, pitch and yaw angle of the Quadrotor with ZYX ordering. Let
P [XE YE ZE] be the end-effector location in world frame W . In the local body frame, the end-
effector location is given by [r 0 0], where r is the length of the End-effector. The governing
equations for the translational acceleration is given by
0 0
mQPQ= 0 + RA 0 (3.1)
where, g is acceleration due to gravity, mQ is the mass of the Quadrotor, F5 b is the thrust input for the
Quadrotor defined along the body z-axis, and R is the rotation matrix given by
cOcy - sssO -cqsy cysO + cOsqsy 1
R= cOs y + cysqsO +cqcy sysO -c sqcy (3.2)
L -cqsO s# c~cO
where, cO = cos(O),sO = sin(O) and so on.
The translational dynamics in Equation-(3.1) can be expanded to obtain
XQ =(cys+c+sqsy ) Fb
Q (3.3)
FjQ =(sysO-c sAcy) zb
mQ
zQ -g+(cbcO) Fzb{
mQ
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The rotational dynamics is given by
MO
Jo)= -NxJo+ MO (3.5)
-M,
As explained before, [MO MO M] is the roll, pitch, yaw input to the Quadrotor along the body
axes, C = [p q r]T is the angular velocity of the Quadrotor, and i is the moment of inertia
measured in body frame, and is given by J=diag[J, J, Jj. Because of the symmetry in
Quadrotor frame, we haveJ, = 2J, = 2 J,. The rate of Euler angles is related to the angular velocity as
0-o,,o (3.6)
where,
cosO 0 sin0
NO,= sin0tan#0 1 -cosOtan# (3.7)
sin0 0 cos0
cos#0 cos0
Taking the derivative of Equation-(3.6)
NOo c+N100/Cto (3.8)
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Equation-(3.5) can be simplified as
Using Equation-(3.9) in Equation-(3.8), and using the
dynamics in Euler angle representation as
- .- NOV
5Y= N 9,,Lj@-]-
-MO
1
JX
-MO
1
J,
symmetry in J , we can derive the rotational
(3.10)
Thus, the complete dynamics of the Quadrotor is given by Equation-(3.3), (3.4) and (3.10).
3.2 Approximate Flight Dynamics
We assume the Quadrotor is close to hover position. This implies that the two Euler angles # and 0, are
small with the yaw angle y arbitrary, and F "z meg. Using this we approximate the translational
dynamics of x. and yQ in Equations-(3.3) as
Q ~Q (cw±s #)g
yQ ~: {sy0O - cv#) g
(3.11)
The altitude dynamics however is retained in the original form as
zQ --g + (c#c ) F
mQ
(3.12)
While deriving Equation-(3.11) and (3.12), it can be seen that sin 0 is approximated as 0 only in
Equation-(3.3), whereas cos 0 is not approximated as 1 in Equation-(3.12).
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J. - J,J- J iqr
Jx
J -J
pr
j,
J -Jx yp
J-xpq
+
1
MOJ ,
l
-MO
J
-M
(3.9)
--qr p
+ NgO, pr + 100, q
-0 r-
With small angles, NO9M, ~ I3x3 (identify), and therefore the angular dynamics given in Equation- (3.10)
can be approximated, as
r~~i
L@]
M
Jx
IMO
J
Jz
(3.13)
This is because the altitude dynamics z. is fast, with both terms on the r.h.s of Equation-(3.12)
contributing in equal measure and therefore cannot be simplified. In comparison, under hover
condition, x. and yQ vary slowly and therefore sin 0 can be approximated as 0.
3.3 Dynamics of the Quadrotor in Contact
In this section we derive the unified dynamics of a Quadrotor when it is configured to be in contact with
another object. Here we assume the object is free to move only along the x - axis.
4
Quadrotor
Revolute joint
revolute joint
End-effector
Figure 3.2: (Left) Top view of Quadrotor docked to the object showing the end-effector in contact with the object. (Right) The
end-effector mechanism degrees of freedom.
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The end-effector we assumed here is one of the various designs we presented in Chapter 1. This design
is shown in Figure 3.2. Essentially, the end-effector is a "point-on-surface" constraint. This implies that
the end-effector permits 5 degrees of freedom - three angular degrees and two surface-sliding
translational degrees.
We see that the combined system, that is, the Quadrotor and the Object still has 6 degrees of freedom.
Since the Object is restricted to move along one degree of freedom, we can say the position of the
Object can be described by XE . Note that the end-effector location P is related to center of the
Quadrotor P through a rigid transformation matrix (4x4).
Modeling of the complete system for the 6 degrees of freedom can be quite challenging. We separate
the total degrees of freedom and group them in to Xfr, and Xmanp as
Xfee = 
(3.14)
X E
Xai, IZE (3.15)
0
We note that we have four control inputs and 6 degrees of freedom, which make this system
underactuated. We associate [Mo M, ] with Xfree and [F, MO]T with Xanip
Xiree corresponds to degrees of freedom that do not contribute towards pushing the Object, while
Xanp corresponds to degrees that push the Object and hence permits manipulation. The assumption,
however, is that the two dynamics are decoupled from one another under certain conditions that are
satisfied during nominal operation. One key assumption is that y/ is small during manipulation.
In the following sections we derive dynamics for X ree and X .
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3.3.1 Xfree Dynamics
We start from first principles, as we did to derive the equations of motion in Section-3.1. We make small
angle approximation for#. 0 , however is not small because in order to apply force on the Object, the
Quadrotor makes steep angles as shown in Figure 3.3. With these assumptions, the dynamics of Xfree
can be derived as
fre
X,.re= #0 =
(tan Osin y/ -#cos V)g
M M0 cos0+ 'sin6
ix Jz
M M
M sin 0+ "' cos 0
J," J,
(3.16)
3.3.2 Xanip Dynamics
z
X
Fb
x z
"Q, Q
motion
Figure 3.3: Simplified model for Xanip dynamics.
Again, starting from first principles we derive the dynamics of the Xnaip, whose free body diagram is
shown in Figure 3.3. Using Euler-Lagrange approach we derive the Equation of motion in the standard
manipulator form as
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+FCb
m-'anip rna" nip + G = B IM
where
sin 0
B cosO
r
0
0
I
mQ rdcos0
mQ rd sin 0
-m r (xE cOS O -ZE
(3.18)
(3.19)
sin 0)]
[mB Q
H 0
mQ rsin0
0 mQr sin 0
mQ mQr cos 0
mQ rcos0 m r 2 +J
where mB is the mass of the Object and r is the end-effector length. The acceleration can be found by
simply inverting the dynamics as
kmanip H KBLb]C anip -G (3.22)
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0
C = 0
0
0
0
0
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.17)
3.3.3 Contact Stability and Push Force
The contact force between the end-effector and the Object dictates whether or not the contact will be
sustained. This is important because if the contact is lost, the model in Equation-(3.17) is invalid, and
hence the controller that is designed based on Equation-(3.17) is also invalid. In general the contact
force has to follow the condition
Fntactmin Fntact <F , ,max (3.22)
For a non-prehensile contact,Fcontact,min =0, meaning only a push force can be applied, and for a
prehensile contact Fontacmin <0, meaning a pull force can also be applied. In our experimental setup
we considered only a non-prehensile contact. The end-effector can include a magnet if the object being
manipulated has a magnetic surface, in which case we have a prehensile contact. In this paper we
propose to open a door, so we only considered non-prehensile case because the door is expected to be
made of non-magnetic material. Further, a non-prehensile contact means XE cannot be controlled to
reach a desired location because the actuation is only unidirectional.
The force appearing on the object is termed as Push force, designated by Fpush . The push force
appearing on the Object is given by
Fh MBXE (3.23)push BE
Because F is the only force acting on the object, we can say the contact force between the Object
and the end-effector is F,,ontact pus= F The expression for F can be obtained using Equation-(3.22).Ignorin the ndeftorisF we hepush
Ignoring the coriolis terms, we have
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fbJ, cos 0 - MOmQr sin 0
J, + mQr 2 sin 0
where =
MB +Q
The control inputs FzbM can be thought of as decomposed into the static gravity compensation part
and the dynamic part as F b Fb sttic + F, , MO ,,static + MA A* It can be shown that
b static AOg
MOstatic = -mQgr (cos 0
(3.25)
cos 0 Fb
we assume 0 «5 (this is ensured though proper choice of reference input Ode,).2
Using Equation-(3.25) and (3.24), we get
7Pgm tan Y+Q r 2 +p~ush Y 7 ,r2sn2
FbA sin o(, + mQr2) - MOA (mr sin 0)
Jy + I/ sin 2 0
During steady state of 0, ZE we have F - 0, M, -+0, so we can further approximate Equation-
(3.26) as
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Fpush /
(3.24)
(3.26)
(3.27)Fpush l7gmQ tan 0
Note, the accuracy of Equation-(3.27) reduces as 0 increases. In practical scenarios, typically we ensure
0 '-. With this condition, for a Quadrotor with m = 0.5kg and r/ ~1.0, we can expect a maximum
6
force of about 2.8N
3.3.4 An Alternate Representation of Xanip dynamics
The dynamical system in Equation-(3.17) is underactuated because only two control inputs drive a three
degree of freedom system. To address this, we derive a two-input, two-degree of freedom system by
eliminating xE from Equation-(3.17). Let us call the new system degree of freedom vector as
(3.28)
Note we are using the Quadrotor center height z., which is related to zE as
zQ = ZE+rsinO
Starting from Equation-(3.17), we can derive the new system dynamics as
HXanip + CXanip +G = B
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(3.29)
(3.30)
Amnp z Q
where,
0 1
H= Qo 0 2  (3.31)
17m r cos 0 IC, +r7mer" sun 01
0 0
MQr = sin (20) . (3.32)
2_
=7m Qgro (3.33)
rmgr cos
B= () (3.34)
and 77 MB
mB + Q
In the derivation of Equation-(3.32), m.r cos OiE term has been ignored from C(3,3) owing to the fact
that ki 0 «0 .The push force is computed as before can be shown to be Equation-(3.27).
The main advantage of representing the system in the form of Equation-(3.30) is its suitability for
inverse dynamics control and adaptive control design using Slotine and Li Adaptive control [37, 38] with
unknown q . This is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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3.3.5 Dynamics of Two Quadrotors Manipulating an Object
When two Quadrotors are docked to the Object, as shown in Figure 3.4, the Object can be manipulated
in either direction of x-axis, which was not possible in there single UAV case. There are two
approaches we can take to deriving the dynamics of such a system. One approach is to think of each
UAV as a force producing entity just as in the single UAV case and design controllers to manipulate the
Object. The other approach is to derive complete dynamics of the unified system, which of course is
much more complicated. We first present the complete unified dynamics and present conditions under
which we can make approximations to reduce it to independent sub systems.
As before, we first consider the total degrees of freedom of the system in Figure 3.4, given by
Xanq, -- LXE ZE, ZE,2 O1 02 (3.35)
We also note that each Quadrotor as its own Xfree
YE,1 E,2
X fee 0 Xfee,2 =. 2  (3.36)
Xfee, and Xfree,2 dynamics can be derived in the same was as we did for the single Quadrotor case.
The dynamics for Xanp ,dual is given by
F b 1
F
Huxanpdual + dual X ai~da+ Gdual = B dual zb,2 (3.37)H armnp,dual dulmanip,dual +G  
M0,1
LMO,2
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mB+ 2 mQ
0
0
mQr sin 0,
-mr sin 0,
0
mQ
0
mQr cosO 01
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
-zE, Q r sin0
+Em Q rCOS0,
0 0 0
G -
B dual=
sin1
cos 1
0
r
0
0
0
mQ
0
mQr cos 0,
mQrO, cos 61
-m Q rO sin 0,
0
0
0
0
mQg
mQg
magrcos,
magrcos02
sinO2
0
cosO20
0
0
0
0
1
0
M~r sin 0
marcOsO0,
0
mQr2 + J,
0
0
0
0
0
1
-mQrO, cos 0 2
0
-mQ r2 sin 02
0
-zE 2rm Q sin 02
-Erm Q COS2
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where
-mQr sin
0
mQr coS 02
0
mQr 2 + J,
H dual
C -
(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
Quadorotor-2
z
x
Q,1 Q,1
XQ,23 Q,2
g E,23 E 2 Foo xEJ l ZE 1cont,2
Figure 3.4: Two Quadrotors docked to the Object on either side apply a collective force to achieve bilateral manipulation.
The top schematic is the top-view and the bottom schematic is the side-view.
The contact force at the right side end-effector (Quadrotor-1), with the convention followed in Figure
3.4, can be derived as
MB +M mF = B Q , sin 0, - mr, sin 0, - m 2 cos0yntI M,+2) Q ([l QO sQn 
-m r 1  (3.42)
+ + 2mQ (F,2 sin 0, - mQ r 2 sin 02 -mQrO cos 02)
and the contact force on the left side end-effector (Quadrotor-2) is given by
MB +m 
.. 
.
Font,2 = MB +mQ (Fro,2 sin02 -mr 2 sin02 -mQr cos 0
+ (FmQ j(b,i sin0, - mQr, sin 0, - m.r2 cos 01)
MB + mQ)
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Quadorotor-1
Fzb,2
Note that we have retained 0, and 02 terms in Equation-(3.42) and(3.43). These terms can be replaced
as a function of velocities and control inputs, however the final result would be more complex. Using
Equation-(3.42) and (3.43), the total force acting on the Object can be written as
FObject=(Fjf= F + 'Feont,2) MBx E
((F~bj sin 0 + F b, 2 sin 02)
B - (m2rsin 0mQr (3.44)
mB +2m + m r 2 sin 02 +m ra2 cos 92
3.3.6 An Alternate Representation
We see that the dynamics in Equation-(3.37) is underactuated. An alternative representation to
X dual dynamics is to split the system into fully actuated subsystems. We consider a change in
coordinate system and use
Xmanip,dual =[XE ZQ 1 ZQ, 2  2 T (3.45)
We split the Imanip,dual vector into three sub systems: XE , kmanip, =[z1 Q,1 and
Xnmanip,2 =ZQ,2 02 - XE Corresponds to manipulation degree of freedom of the Object,
manip,1, Imanip,2 correspond do the dynamics of the two Quadrotors. We then write the dynamics of the
two sub systems as
51 manip,1 + e inmanip, + 1 = M' + Nex,,IF,, (3.46)
and
H2 Xmanip, 2 + C 2 Xmanip,2 +GI = B2 j,2 _ ext,2Fext,2 (3.47)
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We account for the coupling between the two systems by introducing the coupling terms NextINext,2*
The derivation of Equation-(3.46) and (3.47), and the expressions for H,,C,,G,,B,,i=L,2 are
presented in Section-3.3.7.
We will now focus now the contact forces and the contact stability. As we derived in Equation-(3.27),
the push force generated by each of the Quadrotor is given by
F - mg tan 0,
Fpush,2 -mg an 62
(3.48)
(3.49)
The contact forces (both nominally positive, acting into the Object is considered positive) are given by
Fe7nt,1r,Fush, - (1 - t) Fpush,2
Font,2 ~ Fpush,2 +(1 - ) FUshl
(3.50)
(3.51)
where
mB + mQ
m, + 2m
(3.52)
The contact stability condition for the two Quadrotor case is given by
F * nmi,, < F f, t F
Fonmi . f~on2 < Fonma
(3.53)
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By ensuring 01 -> Od1 and 02 --> ods,2 through an appropriate controller, we can ensure tracking of
desired push forces. That is, F -> F , Fush2 -+ Fushddes
We can compute the total force acting on the Object as
Fbject = Feon, - Fcont,2 (3.54)
Fbje= (2l -1)(F + Fush,2 ) (2q - 1)(meg tan 0 + meg tan 02)
and the acceleration of the object is Fbjee mB '
It is also worth noting that an internal grasp force appears on the Object given by
Font + F 0 t 2
Fbjeet grasp = 2 (3.55)
F - F (M~gtan 0, - mgtan 03.5Fpush,1 push,2 g-m 2
bjectF = (2 -1) 2 ~(2 -1) 2
This grasp force can be used to ensure firmness in holding the object in the face of external
disturbances.
We see that because of the constraint given by Equation-(3.53), the push and grasp force given by
Equations-(3.54) and (3.55) respectively, will also have a constraint. Derivation of this constraint is
F
carried out in Section-3.3.8. With the knowledge of feasible object one can arbitrarily pick aL Fobject ,grasp I
FF 1
desired value for I obect (within the feasible region) that ensures contact stability of Equation-LFbjeet,grasp j
(3.53). This is particularly useful in design of manipulation scheme presented in Chapter 4.
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3.3.7 Complete Derivation of Xanipl X, Dynamics
Our goal in this section is to start from the dynamics given by Equation-(3.37) and derive the
approximate dynamics in the form of Equation-(3.46) and Equation-(3.47).
We first make a change of coordinate to replace ZEJ with z ,i= 1,2 . From Figure 3.4, we see that
ZQ = ZE+r sinl 01(3.56)
ZQ9 = ZE, 2 + r sin 02
We will now derive the dynamics for the new variable
Xmanipdual E ZQ,1 ZQ,2 01 02 ] (3.57)
After incorporating the change of coordinate according to Equation-(3.56), we perform the following
matrix operation on the new dynamical system:
row4 <- row 4 -row2 (r cos 0,)
row5 <- row - row3 (r cos 02 )
to obtain the final dynamics as
Hdual manip,dual + dual manip,dual +Gdual -Bdual
L F b
F 6 2
60,1
0M,2_
(3.59)
where
0 0 m~r sinO1
m Q 0
0 M
0
0
mQr sin 0, 0 0 m r 2 sin 2 0+ J
-mQr sin02 0 0 0
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mB + 2m
0
0Hdual
mQ r sin02Q2
0
0
0
mQ r 2sin2
(3.60)
0+J
(3.58)
$dual
Ndual =
sin 01
cos 0
0
r sin 0
0
0
mQg
mQg
0
0
sin 0,
0
Cos 2
0
r sin2 0
(3.61)
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
(3.62)
We will defer the derivation of contents of coriolis matrix Cndal until later.
We are now ready to partition the dynamical system in Equation-(3.59) into three sub-systems with the
following degrees of freedom: xE I Xmanip1 ZQ,1 o T and Xranip2 z Q,
We can write the dynamics for the three sub systems as
( mB±2mQ)i E +mr sin0 mQr sin 0O, +
(mB M Q E Q 1 Q 2 2
mQr(OlCos O -- 2 cos0)= F.,bsin 0 +F sin2 O2
HIXl +
0
H2X,,ni,,2 + 
.. 
MQrsn2E
0 F1lb
m rsin X +G =B '
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02T
(3.63)
(3.64)
(3.65)+ C 2 Xmap 2 +G 2 = BL212X~anp,2 MO,
miLo 0H =in 0.0 m Qr"sin 201
G 0
B cos0
rsin2 2
01
1j
+ J, j
(3.66)
i=1,2
We will not derive C1,C2 as they can be inferred from H1 ,H2 respectively.
Our goal now is to eliminate XE from Equations-(3.64) and(3.65). From Equation-(3.63), we have
Fbj sin 01 -mQr sin 010,
MB + 2m
F,2 sin 02 +mQr sin 0202
MB 2m
mQr (O cos 0, 2 cos 02)
MB 2m
Equation-(3.64) can be expanded to
mQzQ + CZQ + mQg = Fbj cos O1
and
(mr 2 sin 2 0+J, 0+MQr sin-izE+C,1=F rsin2 0+M,1
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Where,
XE (3.67)
(3.68)
(3.69)
Where C, and C1 0 are coriolis terms. We now use Equation-(3.67) in Equation-(3.69) to obtain
(q/mQr2 sin 2 0 + J, ) , + C1,,2 =
F,17r sin2 0+M -m r
F,,
sin 0 ~zsin0 2 + m rsin0 ,,+mQrcos ,A
mB + 2m
External Input
MB +M mQ
mB + 2mQ
We now multiply Equation-(3.68) with qrcosO, and add it to Equation-(3.70) to arrive at the final
dynamics of the system for Xmanip, [zQ1 01 1 as
HIX +CIX I+Gj= B LF i
_ d , _ ext,1 ext,9,jI
HI r/mrcosy 
0
m Qg
G 7/megr cos 0,
~ Cos 01 0BI =
I/r 1
0
rmQr 2sin2 01
I
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where
(3.70)
(3.71)
where
(3.72)
+J, j
(3.73)
0
B ex, =1 
- z7)sin 01
F.,l = F, 2 sin 02 + mr sin 02N 2 + m r cos 02; 2
According to Equation-(3.72), we see that the input to the dynamics of 0Q is
qrF~bl + M -(1 - r sin 0, (Fb,2 sin 02 + mer sin 0202 + mer cos 020)
External Input
In practical cases, the object mass mB m which means, 1 z 1. Further, we limit 01 such that
0 < ; This allows us to make reasonable approximations to the external
6
input part in Equation-(3.76)
by ignoring 2, 2 and
m g
assuming Fz, 2 ~os0 . Thus, Equation (3.76) can
Cos 0,
be re written as
Thus, we can approximate Equation-(3.75) as
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and
I (3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
rF + M -(1-q) r sin 0, (m g tan 02)
External Input
(3.77)
F, , mg tan , (3.78)
The coriolis matrix C1 , can be derived from the inertia matrix HI using the following definition [37]
Ci 2 H '
1 "
2 k=
ahq
aqj
aH-I k -.
Hqi k
(3.79)
Where q= Xanip,1 Using Equation-(3.79), we can show that
0
C, sin (0, )
-- r/mer 2 4
0
7/MQr sin (20,) .J
2
Similarly, we can derive the dynamics of the second Quadrotor as
2 inanip,2 +52enanip,2+G2 -- 52
where
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(3.80)
(3.81)
H, =M 2 , .0
r/ mer cos0 2 J/mr s 2 + JI
0 0~
2 = r sin (02) , 2sin (20)
-r/[~mar 0 2 t/m r~ 0 2
2 2 2
G [mgr cos 02
~3 [COS ' 0]
0
B 
-t2  (1 -7)sin 0j
Fet,2 ~mg tan 0 (3.82)
3.3.8 Contact Stability Condition for the Two Quadrotor Case
Here we provide the contact stability condition for the case of two Quadrotor manipulation. That is, we
seek to determine a region of valid combinations of object force (Equation-(3.54)) and grasp force
(Equation-(3.55)) such that the contact stability conditions below are satisfied.
~ontmin onti< F~ x (3.83)
F * Fltn,2 < F
The force contribution from each of the Quadrotors is computed using Equation-(3.48)-(3.49) as
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FSIl meg tan 0,
Fpush,2 Q tanO2
(3.84)
(3.85)
The contact forces are always acting into the body with reference to the Quadrotor. Therefore, we
choose to have positive sign convention for both the contact forces, that is, to ensure that the end-
effector does not detach from the Object, we need to ensure F~ntj >0, Font,2 >0. This permits us to
write a general contact stability condition of the form given in Equation-(3.53).
The contact forces are related to push forces as
Fo ~, rF -(1 - q) Fpush,2
Feont,2 ~-F 1 ush,2 +(1-
We note that
1
2
(3.86)
(3.87)
(3.88)
Let us assume a non-prehensile contact, that is Fontmin = 0. The contact stability condition of Equation-
(3.53) becomes
0 F l F ontmax
0 f Feont,2 < F
(3.89)
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We also need to ensure that 01 < Omax 02 < Om in order to ensure stability of the system. Omax is
determined by empirical rules based on maximum allowed angles.
Thus, we have the following condition on the push forces as
[-mg tan (Oax) F [ 1< g tan (max)
-mg tan (ax) Fpush,2 Q tan(max _
From Equation-(3.86) we see that
Fontmax -Mg tan(Oma))
Hence, we have
0 [ o F mQg tan (omax)
F j , m g tan (ax
Let us construct a matrix form of Equation-(3.86) and (3.87) as
[ I 7 -i -(1 - 7)1[ Fush,11 -17) -7 LFpush,2j
=M
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(3.90)
(3.91)
(3.92)
(3.93)
FF 1F F 1
Our goal now is to find a subspace for I ont, and I iis' such that Equation-(3.90) ,(3.92) and
LF o 2 Fush,2 _
(3.93) are all valid.
This subspace is determined using a geometric approach which is briefly summarized below. See Figure
3.5 for an illustration of all regions defined below:
1. We start with Equation-(3.90) and denote it as region1.
2. We apply the transformation M defined in (2,11) to region1 to result in region2.
3. Since Eq. (2.10) has to be satisfied, the governing region is a subset of region2, and is denoted as
F ~1
region3. This region provides the bounds for I . I
4. Using region3 and M~', we arrive at region4 which illustrates the bounds on Fpush,] for which
Spush,2
contact stability is guaranteed.
FF 1
Using region4, we now derive bounds on F "j'ct for which contact stability is guaranteed. The net
LF~bjet ,grasp _
force acting on the Object is given by Equation-(3.54)
Fbe = FEont - Fcont 2
Fbjct = (27 -1)(Fushl + Fush,2 ) (2q - 1)(meg tan 01 + m g tan 02)
The net grasp force acting on the Object is given by Equation-(3.55)
Feonj +Font,2
object ,grasp cn, t2
(3.95)
F , -F, (m= tanr 1 -~m(gtan20 2) --1)5
bet~ga (2 - 1) uh2 (21______-__1)__2
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We can write Equation-(3.54) and (3.55) in matrix form as
Fobject
[Fobject graspj
... a. n.....
-
(0,0)
-ao
oU.
ItE -0M
* M U region1
mom = oe =region2
region3
region4
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Fpushi1 contI
Figure 3.5: Region of stability
Using Equation-Error! Reference source not found. and region4, we can find the subspace for
F
object that ensures contact stability. This subspace is shown as regionS plotted in black trace inFI
object ,grasp 
_
Figure 3.6. It is easy to see that "' has to lie in region5 indicated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.
o csbject,grasp I
We can explicitly solve for the vertices of region5, as shown in Figure 3.7, as
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(3.96)(2ps-1) 21
- Fpush,_
1.5
0.5
0
-0.5
CL
0
U-
LL
-1
-1,.5 k
(27 -1)
n
(277- 1)~
2n _
mog tan (Om" )
(2q -1)
W = 2 mgg tan (0m,)(2r7 -1)
2n _
W4 =K 2 m1)] g tan (Om)
(3.97)
(3.98)
(3.99)
(3.100)W, =jmQg tan (Omax)
0
1.5
1
0.5-
0-
-0.5 -
-1
-1.5-
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0
push,' Fcont 1
0.5
Fobject
1 1.5
N U regioni
= = = region2
- region3
region4
region5
2
Figure 3.6: Region of stability. The black trace enclosing region5 corresponds to the subspace of F I that satisfies
L objectgrasp 
_
contact stability. As expected,Fobiettgrasp 0 suggesting a positive grasp force, and FbI! has both positive and negative
excursions.
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L bect,grasp
In summary, during a manipulation process 'F j demanded by the control algorithm should
L object,grasp _
essentially lie within region5 in order to ensure contact stability and also to ensure 61 < ax 2 < Omax
In case the demanded point lies outside of region5, a nearest point inside of regions can be solved for
using a geometric method, for example.
3.4 Summary
In this section we derived the dynamics for the single and two Quadrotors manipulating an Object. In
the next chapter, we will use these dynamical models to design control schemes in order to perform a
given manipulation task. We will use the conditions we derived for the Object force and the grasp force
to design shape reference inputs that satisfy contact stability conditions.
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4 Manipulation Using Single and Multiple
Quadrotors
In this chapter we propose several manipulation schemes using Quadrotors. At the heart of the
manipulation is the contact based control design. In the previous chapter, we derived the dynamics.
Here we present the necessary control algorithms and study the performance in simulation and
experiments. We note the three basic steps of manipulation, illustrated in Figure 4.1.
1. Fly 2. Dock 3. Manipulate
Figure 4.1: Basic steps in manipulation. (A) The UAV flies close to the object and ensures the end-effector is located at the
designated docking position on the object. Here the UAV is in free-flight mode and uses a free-flight controller to perform
this step. (B) The UAV docks to the object, at which point the contact dynamics is applicable. From this point onwards, the
controller is switched to manipulation controller. (C) By applying a desired amount of force, the UAV performs the
manipulation. After the manipulation, the UAV is undocked and the controller is switched to free-flight controller.
We first present a very basic version of free-flight controller. Control of a free-flying Quadrotor has been
dealt in a number of research articles [4, 5, 19, 28-33, 35, 39-42]. These controllers however are not
readily applicable to our case because the dynamics of the Quadrotor in contact differs significantly.
We then present the manipulation controller that we design based on the dynamics derived in 3. We
assume that the object is constrained to move along x-axis, which is the desired direction of
manipulation. In chapter-5, we remove this restriction and the object is free to move in x-y plane.
We make an assumption that we can precisely switch the controller from flight-controller to
manipulation-controller at the instant of docking. This requires that we accurately determine the
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occurrence of docking event. Any uncertainty in physical parameters, such as the object location can
hinder the switching process. To address this uncertainty, we propose a robust docking scheme. This
scheme not only addresses the above mentioned uncertainty, but also permits docking at high speeds.
We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed controller in simulation and experimental setup. STEVE
system presented in Chapter-2 is used to perform the experiments.
4.1 Control of Quadrotor in Free Flight
Here we summarize the controller for the Quadrotor to perform free-flight maneuvers. The simplified
dynamics of the Quadrotor are given by Equations-(3.11)-(3.13). A Quadrotor command consists of
desired location and a heading angle, denoted as[xdesydeszdess , des .
Altitude of the Quadrotor zQ is controlled using a PID controller with gravity compensation as
C Altitide (
Q= m PID Q,des Q(4.1)
cos0cos#b
We use a generic PID control structures as
CPID (b -a)= K,(b-a)+KD b-l)+K, (b-a) (4.2)
The control gains in Equation-(4.2) are designed using classical methods and are fine-tuned through
experimental trials.
The translation controller that moves the Quadrotor to desired location xdes,yde, is designed using a PID
control structure. A coordinate transform matrix R, is involved to account for yaw angle y . The
controller has the form
#des anslaon XQ - Xdes
Odes PID VQ - (des4
We now implement the PID controller for angle sub-system as
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M = C"" 0 - Odes
_MV \ Y - Y des
The translation system provides the desired roll and pitch angles that feed the angle-sub system in
Equation-(4.4). Complete description of a Quadrotor controller can be found in [4, 5].
4.2 Control of Quadrotor in Contact
Here we present controllers for the dynamics we derived in Equation-(3.16) and Equation-(3.30). That is,
we design controller for Xfee and Xanip, which accounts for a total of five degrees of freedom. The
remaining one degree of freedom, XE , is left uncontrolled. Instead, we control the force along this
degree of freedom by appropriate choice of manip,des The following sections present the control of the
two sub systems.
4.2.1 Xree Controller
The goal of Xee controller is to ensure
free feedes (4.5)
where
[YQ des
pee,des des (4.6)
LVdes _
Note that according to Equation-(3.16), y. depends on #. Therefore, we cannot independently specify
YQ,des and #des . We specify yQ des only and fdes follow according to the control law defined in Equation-
(4.9).
Using Equation-(3.16), we can design a feedback linearizing controller for M and M as
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M+ cos - sin 01 -k -- 1des p des
_M sin 0 COS 0 , kd(@ -des ) - kP, (V/ - qfdes)]
(4.7)
By suitably picking the gains, we can ensure V -> Y/ and # --> bd,
With V/ - Ode , and noting that F mQg (which will be shown in next section), and using
Equation-(3.16), we note that
yQ =(tan Osin V/ -#cos V/)g (4.8)
Since the dynamics of j) depends on #, we see that we cannot simultaneously control both yQ and #
. Since our goal is to control y., we find a control function for #des that ensures yQ -> yQ,des as
(4.9)
Odes COS V/ = (dy (Q ~ jQdes kpy (yQ yQ,des))gtanosin
Odes obtained in Equation-(4.9) is used in Equation-(4.7). With # -> #des , we see that Y. -> YQdes. Note
If
that when y/ = - (which is a singularity point) Equation-(4.9) cannot be used to solve for #Ades. This
2
problem however can be overcome by making a suitable transformation to [xQ,yQ]' as done
elsewhere in the references given in the beginning of the chapter. We also note the presence of 0 in
Equation-(4.7)-(4.9), which are external inputs as far as system of Equation-(3.16) is concerned.
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4.2.2 Xmanip Controller
The goal of IXmanip controller is to ensure
where
(4.10)
Xmanip - -manip,des
manipdes ZQdes
L des 
_
(4.11)
Since we have the system in the standard manipulator form in Equation-(3.30), we can design a dynamic
inversion controller as
M0 f1 + CXmanip+G
(4.12)
where
Y = KX, (kmanipdes (4.13)kmanip ) +KXd (Xmanip,des Xmanip + (:manipdes
KxP,Kxd are positive diagonal matrices.
It can be seen that during the steady state the control inputs are given by
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F -Wm =co 1MQ
'F1Q~b Cos 0 ___1(4.14)- 0 -]steady r/m gr COs- I - CosO 
_
These values suggest the operating point for the Quadrotor and permits knowing the limits for 0 given
the actuator saturation.
4.2.3 IXnanipi and Imnanip,2 Controllers for Two Quadrotor Case
Here we focus on designing the controllers for the two Quadrotor case. We derived the dynamics as
Equation-(3.46) and (3.47). The main difference in comparison to single Quadrotor case as in Equation-
(3.30) is the presence of external force input. Since this external input is a known force, we account for
this in the inverse dynamic controller as
Fb,
zb,1 -1( 1 1 manip,i G 1 ±Bext,IFextt) (4.15)
b 22 n +G2 ±Bext,2 Ft, (4.16)
We note that Xfee, and Xfiee, 2 controller will be same as the one presented in Section-0. In the
following section we present how these trajectories are designed within the constraints of the system in
order to perform a given manipulation task.
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4.3 Desired Trajectories for Manipulation
In the previous section we presented the controllers for Xfree and IXmanip that ensured tracking, flight
stability and generating the necessary push force. Here we design manipulation schemes using single
and two Quadrotors using the controllers we designed. That is, we explicitly construct the desired
commands Xfreedes and Imanip,des discussed in Section-4. Since the Object is constrained to move only
along x - axis, we can assume
YE,des = 0
Xfeedes = es = 0 (4.17)
LV des 0
This ensures that the Quadrotors are aligned with the Object surface during the manipulation. Any
disturbance along Xfree degrees are handled by the Xfree Controller presented in the preceding
section.
We will now construct X,nanip as follows. Since we do not want the end-effector to slide on the surface
of the Object during manipulation, we select ZEdes = 0. Since Xmanip has zQ, we select
ZQ,des E,des +rsinOdes (418)
which ensures z E _> ZEdes as zQ,des ZQO Odes . The choice of Ode, is based on the desired force
input on the object, which we will derive separately for single and two Quadrotor cases in Section-5.1
and 5.2 respectively.
Remark: In order for the Quadrotor to apply forces and sustain flight stability, not only it is necessary
that the contact stability is met, but also that the Quadrotor push force should act normal to the surface
of the Object. If the push force is not normal, then the end-effector will start to slide on the surface
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causing a yaw moment to on the Quadrotor. If the magnitude of the sliding moment is greater than
what the Quadrotor yaw-controller can counter, the flight stability cannot be ensured. In what follows,
we assume that the push force always acts normal to the surface of the object.
4.3.1 Manipulation Using a Single Quadrotor
In the case of single UAV manipulation, the only force acting on the Object is due to the Quadrotor. This
force is given by Equation-(3.27). Given a desired push force Fushdes we design odes as
(F
des tan push,des(mgg)
The acceleration of the Object .E is related to the applied force by Equation-(3.23). Given a desired
trajectory for the Object xE,des (t), we compute the force necessary to perform trajectory tracking using
a PID control law on the tracking error as
F,, =CPID XE, des - X (4.20)
Equation-(4.20), however can cause F to have both positive and negative excursions for anpush,des
arbitrary xEdes . Assuming a prehensile contact (ex.: end-effector with a magnetic contact), it implies
that Fontactmin can be negative. Using an estimate of Fush des for a given prehensile end-effector, this
lower limit Fontactmin is computed. Based on empirical evidence, a 0 ,, for which stable contact is
ensured for all 0 0 t. is computed and the upper limit on F is determined as
Fontactmax = m Qg tan ( 0max ) (4.21)
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We now modify Equation-(4.20) to account for the contact stability constraints as
CPID (XE,des - XE
Fpu~shzdes = ~ ntact,mifl
L Fcantacti a
if
if
if
Fcontactmin CPID mE,de E ) F
Fantactmin > CPID (XE ,des - XE)
Fntactmax < CPID (XE ,des - XE)
(4.22)
We now summarize the manipulation scheme with following steps
1.
2.
3.
Given xE des (t) , compute desired push force using Equation-(4.22)
Compute the desired angle Ods Equation-(4.19)
Compute the desired altitude using Equation-(4.18)
~We note that step (2) and (3) completely specify X .The complete control system that specifies
the control inputs I and are determined by Equation-(4.12) and Equation-(4.7)
Mj LM]
respectively.
4.3.2 Manipulation using Two Quadrotors
Here we assume non-prehensile contact because we can perform bilateral manipulation with two
Quadrotors. Given a desired Object trajectory xEdes (t) , using a PID control law, we compute the
desired Object force as
F t Cdual dsa~bject,des PID k Edes -X )
We then pick the desired grasp force Fbled grasp des to be a constant. The goal here is to design
FL 1 . As discussed in Section 3.5.1, these forces in turn generate contact forces LFcant,,des
Fpush,2,des F
which then need to be such that they satisfy the contact stability conditions in Equation-(3.53).
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(4.23)
FF1
In Figure 3.7 in particular showed the feasible region where F object,des should lie. It is therefore
LFobject,graspdes _
possible to choose Fbject grasp des to have a constant value that lies in this region. The center of the region
is one possible value that can be chosen.
We can summarize the manipulation scheme with following steps:
1. Given xEdes (t), compute the desired object force using Equation-(4.23)
2. Pick a grasp force Fobject,grasp,des Q2 mmgtanKax), which is according
2n
to Equation-(3.98) .This ensures we have a maximum swing for Fobjectdes*
FF 1
3. Ensure I object is inside region5 defined by the polygon with verticesLFobject grasp I
W1, W2 , W3 , 4 defined in Equations-(3.97) to (3.100).
4. If L 'f''tl is outside the polygon, project it to the nearest interior point.
_ Foyect, grasp _
5. Resolve the desired push forces by each of the Quadrotor using Equations-(3.96)
6. With push,1,des ,compute the desired angle using Equation-(3.84) and (3.85).
L Fpush,2,des _
7. Compute the desired altitudes using Equation-(4.18)
8. We now have a complete description for XmXanip,des, manip,des,2
9. Compute control inputs using Equation-(4.15)and (4.16)
10. Using Xfreede Equation-(4.17), compute the control inputs using Equation-(4.7).
With the above recipe for manipulation, we proceed to the following sections that deal with simulation
and experiments.
4.4 Simulation and Experiments
Using STEVE described in Chapter-2, we will proceed to conduct several simulations and experiments to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed control schemes. In our analysis, we assumed two
phases of dynamics. The first is when, the Quadrotor was in free-flight mode and the other in which the
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Quadrotor is already docked and performing manipulation. In reality, during the phase transition, the
Quadrotor and the object collide with each other, undergoing impacts. Depending on the state of the
Quadrotor and the Object at the instant of impact, the resulting dynamics may or may not be stable.
This analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the contact dynamics due to impact is included
in the simulation studies. The key parameters of the system are listed below:
" Mass of the Quadrotor m. = 440grams
e Moment of Inertia J, =J, = J /2 =0.00lkgm 2
" Mass of the Object = 2Kgs, End-effector length r = 0.35m
We present the simulation of a single Quadrotor pushing an object given a desired push force Fpush,des
We assume the Quadrotor is already docked to the Object. We then present the simulation of docking
when the free-flying Quadrotor impacts the Objects with various velocities and angles 0. We then
derive an empirical rule that dictates the stable combinations of impact velocity xQt and angle 6, .
We propose a scheme that permits stable aggressive docking even in the presence of uncertainty in
switching of the controller. We then present the simulation of two Quadrotor manipulating an Object
with a given reference trajectory.
4.4.1 Single Quadrotor Manipulation
Here we present the Simulation of a Single Quadrotor pushing an Object using the Controller
implemented in Section-4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The desired push force F , is a series of step functions
which leads to a series of steps functions for ode, according to Equation-(4.19), as shown in Figure 4.2.
The plot shows the resulting angle 0(t) and also the actual push force Fush(t). We can notice the
spikes in the Fush(t) that leads to zero push force momentarily. This behavior can be attributed to the
step input and ignored dynamics in deriving Equation-(3.27). The Object trajectory is shown in Figure
4.3.
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Single UAV Manipulation
0.5 1 1.5 2
t (seconds)
Odes(t)
0(t)
10 * F (t)push
. 0 * Fpush,des
2.5 3 3.5 4
Figure 4.2: Single UAV pushing an Object with a desired push force. The plot shows the desired angle 09de (t) that
corresponds to a desired push force F . The resulting 0(t) and the push foces F (t) are shown. The forces are
maginified 10 times for visibility in the plot.
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Figure 4.3: Motion of the Object XE due to a single Quadrotor pushing.
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4.4.2 Two Quadrotor Manipulation
We follow the recipe presented in Section-4.3.2 to design a tracking controller and to pick the free
parameters. We select a constant grasp force as
Fobject,grasp,des - (2q- m tanmax )= 0.4405N (4.24)2 n
with 6max =20' and r/ = 0.8472.
2+2x0.44
We design a PD controller for computing the object force in Equation-(4.23). We present two simulation
results: (1) with xEdes as sinusoidal input and (2) with xEdes as Square wave input. The result of
sinusoidal input trajectory is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows a more aggressive control action for a
square wave reference input that leads to a counter intuitive configuration of 01 < 0 and 02 > 0.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of two Quadrotors manipulating an object with a sine wave reference trajectory. The maximum push
force for each of the Quadrotor is Fa = ±1.57N . As seen from the second plot, the resolved push forces are within the
limits.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation of two Quadrotors manipulating an object with a square wave reference trajectory. The maximum
push force for each of the Quadrotor is Fm = ±1.57N . As seen from the second plot, the resolved push forces are
within the limits. However, 0, 0, are occasionally exceeding 0max = 20 because of the ignored dynamics.
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4.4.3 Docking and Controller Switching Approach
As mentioned already, the overall manipulation scheme consists of two steps. The first step consisted of
a free-flight controller which culminated when the Quadrotor end-effector arriving precisely at the
Object surface. The second step consists of a contact-based controller which assumed that docking had
occurred. The precise determination of whether or not such a docking has occurred is however quite
difficult to determine, and therefore prevents an accurate implementation of a switching controller.
Also, if contact were to occur prior to the actual switching of the controller, then a stable motion of the
Quadrotor can occur only if the free-flight controller is robust to collisions. Such robustness can be
ensured only at very low impact velocities and angles in the Quadrotor. This limits the Quadrotor from
any aggressive docking tasks. We first examine the consequences of failing to switch the controller after
the moment of impact. We then compare it to the case when the controller is switched to manipulation
controller.
A Quadrotor is made to approach and impact a fixed object (non-movable). In the first case, the
Quadrotor is controlled with the free-flight controller presented in Section-4.1. Several such simulation
experiments are conducted with various 0 and impact velocityiE . In each case we note if the
Quadrotor was stable after the impact, that is, if it reached a stable configuration with 0-> Odes'I'E ->0
. The red-trace in the plot of Figure 4.6 (x-axis represents the pitch angle 0 and the y-axis
indicates the impact velocity) indicates the 'separatrix' that separates the region of stable combinations
of Oand iE . Any point below the red-curve results in a stable docking and any point above the red-
curve leads to instabilities.
In the second simulation experiments, we perform the same experiment as above, but with the
manipulation Controller presented in Section-4.2. The result is plotted in the blue-trace of Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Impact experiment to compare the performance of Free-flight controller with Manipulation Controller.
Figure 4.7 shows the time evolution of 0(t) for the two simulation experiments with 9 ds -10 and an
impact velocity of xE= im / s . For this operating point, the free-flight controller becomes unstable
while the Manipulation controller keeps the Quadrotor stable.
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Figure 4.7: 0(t) plots for Free-Flight (above) and Manipulation (below) controllers.
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Figure 4.8: Green trace - Quadrotor is in free-flight with free-flight controller Blue trace - Quadrotor is in free-flight, however
is commanded by the manipulation controller. The reduction in performance is acceptable in view of the benefit of
robustness.
It can therefore be inferred from the plot of Figure 4.6 that the manipulation controller performs
significantly better in terms of stabilizing the Quadrotor for a wider range of 0 and XE combinations.
Note that in the second simulation experiment involving the manipulation controller, we switched the
controller exactly at the instant of docking. This is not realistic as it is difficult to ascertain the exact
moment at which docking occurs. We therefore present an alternate switching scheme. Instead of
switching the controller from free-flight controller to manipulation controller at the instant of docking,
we switch it well before the docking. We will study the consequences of such a premature switching
through simulation. One benefit of doing so is that it enables dealing with the uncertainties in switching
process. Precise switching at the instant of docking requires precise determination of Object distance
from the Quadrotor, which might be challenging in many cases. For instance, if the Object is closer to
the Quadrotor end-effector than assumed, the docking process may lead to instability if the 0 and 'E
combination at the moment of impact is above the red-curve of Figure 4.6. With the proposed alternate
scheme of premature switching, this uncertainty can be handled. When the end-effector of Quadrotor is
approximately dob1 distance away from the object, we switch the controller to manipulation controller
settingq = 1. In this mode the Quadrotor is still in free-flight, however, it is commanded by the
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manipulation controller. The main advantage of this method is that the Quadrotor is now robust to
contacts even if the actual distance to object is less than the assumed distance. However, we now have
to understand the implications of turning on the manipulation controller when the Quadrotor is still in
flight phase. As the numerical simulation shows, the Quadrotor can still perform flight maneuvers with a
slightly reduced tracking performance. However, the loss in tracking performance is overweighed by the
fact that the Quadrotor is now robust to aggressive docking (docking at high 0 and 'E ) which
otherwise would have been impossible. The flight performance is shown in Figure 4.8. After docking, we
change the value of q to its true value and continue the manipulation process. The simulation result in
the second plot of Figure 4.7 was in fact performed using premature switching. The proposed method of
premature switching is validated using the experimental setup shown in (B,C) of Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: (A) Shows the docking simulation setup. (B) The Quadrotor running the free-flight controller becomes unstable
and flips over. (C) The Quadrotor running the manipulation controller remains stable.
A recipe to design the docking process is as follows
* Given the anticipated far object distance dogb (such that do, > dbj ), compute the anticipated
impact velocity XEimp given O, as
XE imp ~ 2 d g 'm (4.25)
* Since we know the stable combinations of 0 and iE from Figure 4.6, we can pick d,, given
dobj and k using Equation-(4.25).
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4.5 Experimental Results
The experiments are carried out using STeVE setup. AR Drone UAVs [1] are suitably modified by
replacing the onboard controller firmware with our own controller. The Quadrotor's position and
orientation are tracked in the motion capture setup [26] that is set to run at 120Hz (which is also the
control rate). The commands are sent to the Quadrotor over dedicated Wifi network using UDP
protocol. The onboard controller only performs the derivative control while rest of the control
computation is done off-board on a Windows PC.
4.5.1 Single Quadrotor Manipulation
The single Quadrotor manipulation setup is shown in Figure 4.10 and a close up is shown in Figure 4.11.
The Object is free to move on a straight track which is located at some elevation. The tracks are made
with two aluminum rods supported by sturdy tripods. The cart rides on the track using smooth ball
bearings. The Quadrotor and the cart are fitted with markers that are tracked using the motion capture
setup, thus providing the position and orientation data.
Figure 4.10: Single Quadrotor experimental setup showing the Quadrotor and the Object. The Object is free to move on the
track. The white balls on the cart and UAV are the retro reflectors that are used by the motion capture setup to track the
position and orientation.
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Figure 4.11: The Quadrotor is docked (left) and is pushing the cart (right) by making 0 > 0 .
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Figure 4.12: Experimental result of 0 tracking.
The plot in Figure 4.12 shows the tracking performance of 0 for a half cycle of sinusoid. Plot in Figure
4.13 shows the plot of Fh (t) and F,, (t) . Figure 4.14 shows the position of the cart due to the
push force.
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Figure 4.13: Desired force Fude, (t) and the actual push force F (t
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Figure 4.14: The position of the Object XE and the angle 0
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4.5.2 Two Quadrotor Manipulation
Figure 4.15 shows the two Quadrotors docked to the object in the center (two white boards). The total
weight of Object was matched to be around 4Kgs. The manipulation scheme and the control scheme
presented in in this chapter are used to perform trajectory tracking of a sinusoid. The result of
experimental plot is shown in Figure 4.16. The sinusoid starts at t = 15sec with a peak value of
±500mm and a bias of 1000mm . The tracking performance is similar to the simulation results
presented in Figure 4.4. The deviation from the reference command can be attributed to the
aerodynamic disturbances and presence of sag in the aluminum rails.
Figure 4.15: Experimental setup for two Quadrotor manipulation system. The Object is a flat foam core weighing about 4Kgs.
The two Quadrotors are in docked state.
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Figure 4.16: Object position XE due to a commanded sinusoidal input. The two Quadrotors are docked at t=15sec. One
complete cycle of sinusoid position command is executed. The corresponding simulation result is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the control scheme based on the dynamics that was derived in Chapter-3.
In the case of a single Quadrotor manipulation, selection of push force was a direct approach. While in
the two Quadrotor case, the push forces from each of the Quadrotors was based on the feasible region
computed from the contact stability conditions and the tracking error. The simulation and experimental
results demonstrate the validity of the model and the control schemes.
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5 Manipulation In the Presence of Uncertainties
In the previous chapter, we performed manipulation of an Object assuming perfect knowledge of the
system parameters. In a practical scenario, some of the parameters of the system may be unknown. This
chapter presents control strategies to deal with uncertainties, particularly in the presence of (1)
Parametric uncertainty and (2) Kinematic uncertainty. We first focus on parametric uncertainly where
we assume the mass parameters are unknown. We start from the dynamics derived in Chapter 3.
5.1 Manipulation In the Presence of Parametric Uncertainty
We propose a design a controller for the Quadrotor manipulation problem assuming the mass
parameters of the system: q and m. are unknown. We assume we only know the lower and upper
bounds of these parameters. There are two implications because of this uncertainty. The first one being
the tracking performance of 0, and the second being the dependence of push force Fpsh on i and
m.. We consider the dynamics of a single Quadrotor manipulating an Object, given by Equation-(3.30),
rewritten here
HXanip + CXnanip + G = B (5.1)
We notice that H,C,G are all functions of the parameters q and m., which are assumed to be
unknown. Our goal is design a tracking controller for Xmanip such that it follows a given trajectory
Xmanipdes in the presence of uncertainty in q and mg .
One can easily assume limits on the uncertain terms based on practical considerations as
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171ower 7f1
Q,ower Q - Q,upper
(5.2)
The maximum value of 77 cannot exceed unity by definition. As derived in Chapter-3, we recall that the
force applied by the Quadrotor on the object is given by
Fsh / mQg tan 0 (5.3)
In order to ensure we are applying a desired amount of force to an object, it is essential to know the
system parameters q and mg. Lack of complete knowledge of these terms means we cannot compute
odes using the Equation-3.X, which is
(F
0des -1 push,des
Q7m.g
(5.4)
This makes an adaptive solution mandatory and it is proposed in the next section.
5.1.1 Adaptive Nonlinear Control
We first propose to address the tracking performance in the presence of the above said uncertainty. We
proposed to use Slotine and Li adaptive tracking controller [37]. The design of the controller requires the
dynamics to be first written in the form of Equation-(5.1) and that H-2C is skew symmetric. We see
that this condition is not met with the terms given by
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~ mQH = LqQ 0
7MQr cos 0
0
0 7m
0
, sinQr
(20).
2]
mgrccos; 0 
~Cos (0) 0
y~r 1_
Since the coriolis matrix C is not unique, we can re derive it to ensure H-2C is skew symmetric using
the expression
S 1~
C. ~-.
K =m
+ - ik aq1 jk,2 k B qj 8~q,
0
sin (0) 
.
20
(5.9)
(5.10)
0
7mr 2sin (20).2
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0
JY+ 77m/r sin2 01
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
So, we have
For notational simplicity, in this section we will use X instead of Xmanip* Before we present the
adaptive control design, we will first define the terms
#rI ~ dess = q+ Ae
4= Xd, -A
where A is a positive diagonal matrix. We design the reference command as
(5.11)
(5.12)~ ZEdes +r sin 9 de1
, Ides I
where ZEd,. is the desired end-effector location, which is kept constant (and equal to zero without loss
of generality) to avoid sliding on the object surface. So, we have
X -r sin( Odes
rcos( ds
Ld cies _
(5.13)
The goal is to derive an adaptive control law such that Xdes -->k. To this effect, we define a constant
vector of unknown parameters and call it a. The parameter estimation error is given by
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a = a-a
where a is the estimate of a. We consider the Lyapunov candidate function
V (t)= s5Tfs + aT1 L] (5.15)
where F is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Differentiating Equation-(5.15) yields
ST( X - H4, +- IT s)
We note that in our case,
- ~ [0 0
H 1C= 0 01
Using Equation-(5.17) and Equation-(5.1),
f (t)= ST KB
Twe eliminate S fts
FMO
term in Equation-(5.16), to arrive at
-4, -- O + a -a
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(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.14)
We also note that with a proper choice of the unknown parameter vector a, we can argue that all of
the system matrices H, C,G are linear functions of a. This permits us to define a known matrix
Y = Y (XX 4irj,) such that
Taking control law to be
leads to
Hi, +C4,. + =B IM Y(XX44ir)a
I s[zb - 5- K (Ya - I( sMOI
Y(t) =s Y&-sTKDs +^T- &
Updating the parameter estimate a using the integral
then yields,
f(t)= -sT K's< 0
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(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
a(t) =- (FyTS)dt (5.22)
(5.23)
where KD is a positive definite matrix. This ensures the both global stability and convergence of
tracking error.
Two assumptions have been made while arriving at Equation-(5.23), both pertaining to the gain matrix
B in Equation-(5.20). We note that when 0 is close to i-,the condition number of B approaches 0,
2
which in turn means the matrix inverse will seize to exist. Therefore, necessary limits have to be placed
on 6 in order to ensure the control signals are bounded (and within the limits of actual system). The
second assumption made is that B is fully known. This is not true because it is a function of 77, which is
stated in the beginning that is it is not fully known. To resolve this issue, we set 7 = 1 and introduce a
matrix
~ Cos(0) 0BI =
Ir 1
(5.24)
and use this in Equation-(5.20). Implications of this are now studied. We note that
1
_Cos 0
L C
0 0
andB,'= cosO
1 -r 1
_ _cos _j
(5.25)
So, Equation-(5.20) can we rewritten as
z b _ 1~'(Y - K~s) + r (Yd KDs)
-0 - (11)Cos 0 0
(5.26)
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We propose a new control law based on Bl' as
We now see that
Let us expand the above equat
F]
LM z _ - 1 (Ya - K Ds )
V = (t -s'KDS + ST z 0] Fb
(n-)r 0 tM
ion term by term
f (t) = -s'K, - sKD2 2 s (1 r7) rF,
We rearrange the terms in Equation-(5.29) to find the condition under for fV(t)to be negative definite.
We have
( 2 q2 r2FK s2 +K s2+ (I h)rF , > bD, 1 2KD 4KD (5.30)
We note that 0 i 1 and r > 0. We also note that Frb is bounded 0 < F, < F because of
the physical limitations of the actuator. We can then conclude that the right hand side of Equation-
(5.30) is always positive semi definite. The region of stability is shown in Figure 5.1, and a more
conservative condition is given by Equation-(5.31).
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Figure 5.1: Region of instability shown in shaded area within the ellipsoid.
s, > 0
S (1- q) r-F
KD
We can ensure the area of the region of stability is small by ensuring larger gain KD, and a smaller
radius r .
(5.31)
5.1.2 Implementation of Adaptive Nonlinear Controller
We choose the unknown vector a and the matrix Y as follows
a = 77m Qr (5.32)
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[Z +g
Y =
0
0 0
ECosO+rsin 2 O rsin 0 +. sin (20)Zos rs+O0,r + ±gcosO 0
(5.33)
Note that we have clubbed terms in a and also introduced J, as unknown.
The initial condition ao for the integral in Equation-(5.22) is a nominal expected value of a. Based on
the knowledge of real system, we numerically ensure that
amin a a am. (5.34)
which in turn ensures the adaptive controller is robust to noise. The Adaptive gain F is tuned with
experimental trials.
Further, we stated that the desired push force is given by Equation-(5.3). Using the estimated
parameters, we can then compute the estimate of the push force as
Fpush 2 g tan O
r
(5.35)
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5.1.3 Simulation
In this section, we present the simulation results of the adaptive control scheme. The plot in Figure 5.2
shows the tracking performance when the adaptive controller is not active. That is, the adaptive update
given by Equation-(5.22) is not performed. This leads to a large tracking error when the mass m. is
changed.
- 6 in Degrees
... , z Position in cm
Figure 5.2: Tracking performance when only the PD controller is active. (A) Shows the reference command Xides (t) . (B)
Shows the tracking error when the mass of the system m0 changes by 25%. (C) Shows the corresponding control inputs.
In contrast, the plot in Figure 5.3 shows the tracking performance when the adaptive controller is active.
That is, Equation-(5.22) is used to update the parameters. When the mass m. is changed, the resulting
tracking error is significantly lower than what we see in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Tracking performance using Adaptive Nonlinear Controller. (A) Shows the reference command. (B) Shows the
tracking error when the mass of the system changes by 25%. The mass is increased at around t=14sec, and decreased at
around t=22sec. (C) shows the net control inputs computed by the controller. (D) Shows the contribution of adaptive
controller towards the control input. The adaptive controller is silent elsewhere, and starts to contribute only when the
system parameters have changed.
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5.1.4 Experimental Results
The Adaptive controller was implemented on a Quadrotor pushing an object. A hardware-in-the-loop
setup was used to perform this experiment. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.4. Details of the
A hardware-in-the-loop setup is covered in Chapter-2.
Figure 5.4: Hardware-in-the-loop Experimental Setup used to test the Adaptive Controller.
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Figure 5.5: Plots shows the tracking error Z(t) - Zdes (t) in centimeters and 0(t) - Odes (t) in degrees, for a reference
input of oe, (t) = 20", and z(t) = r sin Odes -
As the experimental plot shows, the adaptive controller is able to handle uncertainties in the system and
minimize the tracking error. When the Quadrotor was docked to the Object, as shown in Figure 5.4,
additional mass was added to the Quadrotor, which lead to increase in m.. The increase causes the
Quadrotor to dip, as seen in the plot at t=530sec. The adaptive control law ensured that the parameters
are adjusted to the new values, and the tracking error is driven close to zero (at about t=540sec). When
t=555sec, the added mass was removed and the Quadrotor now has the original mass. Again, the
adaptive control law ensured the parameters are adjusted such that the tracking error approaches zero.
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It can be noted that for a change in 25% of the mass, the time taken by the adaptive controller is roughly
about 10sec. This of course is a function of adaptive gain F.
The rate of adaptation was adequate for practical uses. The main drawback of using Adaptive is its
sensitivity to delays. The experiments were performed in a HIL setup, where the delays are well under
the time step of the control loop. The control loop itself was abound 500Hz. In the actual flight systems,
where delays are unavoidable, adaptive controller application becomes more challenging.
5.2 Manipulation in the Presence of Kinematic Uncertainty
The previous section proposed an adaptive controller to deal with uncertainty in the parameters. The
specific task that we address is one that involves the manipulation with unknown kinematic constraints,
such as the opening of a door. In order to accommodate the kinematic uncertainty, the path of least
resistance approach is used. The proposed methods are validated through experimental demonstrations
of a Quadrotor opening a door with an unknown hinge location, and numerical studies of tracking an
arbitrary trajectory with kinematic constraints.
Consider the problem of manipulating an object that is kinematically constrained. We consider
manipulating a rigid object on a 2D surface. That is, the Object is free to move in x - y plane and rotate
about z -axis. Further, the Object is kinematically constrained such that it has only one degree of
freedom. Examples include opening of a door and motion of a cart on curved tracks. The key feature is
that the Object can be made to move along its constrained path using a one dimensional force. Since the
Quadrotor is capable of generating such a one-dimensional force, these tasks, as we shall show in this
section, can be carried out in a straightforward manner. We will focus mainly on the door-opening task.
Consider the Quadrotor manipulating a door as shown in Figure 5.6. The goal is to control the end-
effector of the Quadrotor to be positioned at a designated dock point on the door Pdck (measured in
the world frame W = [^, ^,,,2]T ) and to apply a desired amount of force F on the door. As thew~wz]push,des do.A h
door moves and turns in the x - y plane, the Quadrotor has to continuously re-align to ensure the force
is applied normal to the door, and thus avoid end-effector slipping. We consider a local coordinate
frame [XDYD ZD ] T at Pdock that rotates and moves as the door rotates. The door has a vertical axis of
rotation, hence zD is aligned with Z1,. xD is perpendicular to the surface of the door. Let Q be the
door rotation angle measured in world frame of reference. When 0 = 0, XD is along x'.
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5.2.1 Path of Least Resistance Approach
The approach that is used in order to carry out object manipulation is based on the Path of Least
Resistance proposed in [14]. This approach consists of the following two steps: (i) we first fly the
Quadrotor using the free-flight controller and ensure the end-effector is at Pock. (ii) Once docked, we
switch to the Xa controller described in Chapter-4.2.2, which allows us to apply a desired amount of
push force on the door. As the door rotates, the coordinate frame [XDyD D T rotates and therefore
the Quadrotor has to yaw in order to ensure that the applied force is normal to the surface of the door.
As the process continues, the door continues to open. Unlike in Chapter-4, where the Quadrotor was
confined to move in a straight line, here the Quadrotor has to turn to account for the turning of the
door. Therefore, we redesign the controller for X,,e to accommodate turning.
We note that we do not use any information pertaining to the kinematics of the door, that is, we do not
consider the hinge location or the radius of turning. We show that this approach works despite unknown
kinematic constraints. The same approach as above can be used to carry out other manipulation tasks
such as the motion of a cart on tracks with track geometry unknown, as we will show in the simulation
studies.
ZD Z
dock
xDL
xv
yt
Figure 5.6: Quadrotor end-effector is docked to the door at Pock . By applying force, the Quadrotor pushes the door by to
rotated it by an angle Q. Xgee of the Quadrotor is controlled to ensure the applied force is always normal to the door,
which means the Quadrotor yaws as the door rotates. Figure on the left shows the profile view, while the figure on the right
shows the perspective view.
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We will now design a suitable controller for X,ee tracking, that is, a controller will ensure the end-
effector is tracked to Pock as the door rotates. See Figure 5.6 for illustration. We present the solution
as a set of three tasks.
Task 1- EnsuringPE >dock
First, we define a surface normal vector ND passing through Pdock (we observe ND = -XD). We easily
can compute ND from the door angle Q. We then consider the perpendicular distance dNQ from the
center of the Quadrotor P to the line along ND emanating from Pck . It can be shown that dNQ is
given by
dNQ = ND,x (dock,y -PQy ) - ND,y ( dock,x - PQ,x) (5.36)
Note that the surface normal ND is a unit vector.
We define another term zerr as
Zerr ~ Pdock,z ZE (5.37)
which can also be written as
Zerr = Pdock,z - Q r sin 0) (5.38)
Task 2 - Alignment of Quadrotor with the Door
We define a,r as the difference between the door angle Q and the Quadrotor yaw angle y/.
a,, = r - V/ (5.39)
Noting that in the local frame of reference V/ is coincident with a, and replace /'-de,, with de,, in
Equation-(4.7). As aerr -+ 0 , we can ensure the Quadrotor is pushing normal to the door.
Task 3 - Applying a Desired Push Force
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Given a desired push force Fushdes ,we compute odes using (4.19). The controller in Section-4.2 will
ensure zerr - 0,0-> Odes and Fph > F,
puh pushde
We can now define the control objective for all of the tasks as
dNQ 0
z -+0err (5.40)
err
Fs ->pus Fpushdes
We start with the controller in Equation-(4.9). Since in the local frame of reference, y, =dNQ . This
allows us to choose
Odes = (KD( NQ)+ KP(dNQ (5.41)
We ensure ae, --> 0 by letting V/de, = Q. We now have all the necessary ingredients to execute the
controller in Equation-(4.7) which will ensure ae-r -> 0, # -> #,es and hence dNQ ->0.
It should be noted that in order to implement the controllers in Equation-(4.7), it is necessary to
measure the door angle Q as it is required to compute the surface normal ND and aerr . In the next
task, we propose a method which circumvents the measurement of 0 by estimating it through the
measured door dock positionPd.ck *
Note: The main motivation in choosing to quantities: dNQ zerr aerr is that, they can be measured using
Quadrotor onboard sensors. This of course requires necessary instrumentation of the UAV.
Task 4 - Estimation of Q
In this section, we propose an approach to estimate 0 . This is carried out using a differential set of
measurements of Pock = [Idock,x doocky ck,z given by Pdock (1) and Pdock (t 2 )measured at t,
and t2 respectively, with t2 > ti.
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Figure 5.7: Top view of door opening manipulation showing the docking positions and differential measurement of the door
dock positions.
The estimate o is computed using simple geometry (see Figure 5.7 for illustration) as
(5.42)I t 1dock (tl ) - Pdock (t 2 )yottan(
dock 1t )x l ock 2)X
In order to make the system robust to noise, we ensure that
(5.43)Idock ) - Pdock (2)1 > A
where A is a small quantity with units of distance. The above algorithm can be summarized as follows.
1. Measure PIoc(t(l)att,.
2. Measure Pdock (2) at t such that Equation-(5.43) is satisfied for some A.
3. Compute o using Equation-(5.42)
4. Computer derr = ! - V
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The choice of A is a tradeoff between noise and speed of estimation. For instance, a larger A would
make estimation robust to noise but will introduce lag in estimation, while a smaller A would reduce lag
at the expense of introducing noise. A lag in the estimation has a direct influence on the acceptable
turning radius of the door. That is, a misalignment
(5.44)p0/=
can result, where rdoor is the radius of turning (that is distance between the door hinge and Pock ).
Depending on the friction properties of the door and end-effector, this misalignment can potentially
lead to sliding and instability. A factor of safety thus puts a limit on maximum permissible 50 and
hence we can evaluate the upper limit on A with the knowledge of minimum expected radius of
turning rdoor. Lower limit on Ais essentially depicted by the noise characteristics of position
measurement.
Tracks
XD YD
dock I
E t
y - axis
Figure 5.8: A general case of kinematically constrained Object manipulation on a 2D surface.
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A similar procedure can be used for manipulation of an Object that is constrained to move on an
arbitrary trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. As before, one can take a differential measurement of
Object dock positions and use it to estimate the direction of motion. The UAV can then be aligned such
that the push force is applied normal to the direction of motion of the Object. Essentially, the same
procedure as for opening a door can be used here, by accommodating the fact that the radius of
curvature and the virtual center of rotation change over the duration of manipulation.
We validate our proposed control scheme and manipulation strategy through simulation. We then
validate the door opening task using an experimental setup.
5.2.2 Simulation Results
We use STeVE in order to perform realistic simulation. The key parameters for the system are
* Mass of the Quadrotor m. = 440grams
e Moment of Inertia J, = J= Jz /2 =0.00lkgm 2
" Mass of the door = 4kg , End-effector length r = 0.35m
" Door turning radius (assumed to be unknown) = ~ 0.8m
The plot shown in Figure 5.9 shows the simulation result. The top plot shows the door opening
simulation using a measured door angle Q, while the bottom plot shows the simulation result using an
estimated door angle C2. The plots also show the Quadrotor yaw angle V/ which is regulated to track
the door angle.
The plot in Figure 5.10 shows the result of manipulation of Object with an arbitrary kinematic constraint.
The radius of curvature varies along the trajectory and the assumption is that at any point on the
trajectory, the radius of curvature satisfies Equation-(5.44). The red-trace shows the trajectory of the
End-effectorPE '
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Figure 5.9: Door opening simulation. In the plot on top, the door angle Q is measured while in the bottom plot, the
estimated door N angle is used.
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Figure 5.10: Manipulation of object constrained to move on an arbitrary trajectory (brown dotted lines). The red-trace shows
the End-effector trajectory. The Object is overlaid on top of its trajectory. A disturbance was introduced to the Quadrotor
when the Object was at y=900mm, x=750mm, which caused it the end-effector PE to deviate from dock position P
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5.2.3 Experimental Results
We conduct two experiments to demonstrate door opening task using the setup shown in Figure 5.11. In
the first experiment the door hinge is located on the left hand side as shown in the figure. In the second
experiment, the door hinge is shifted to the right hand side. In both cases, the Quadrotor is unaware of
the location of the hinge.
Figure 5.11: Door with hinge located on the left side. The distortion in the image is due to use of wide-angle lens.
Hienge
Lo ca tio n
Figure 5.12: Another view of the experiment showing Quadrotor along with the end-effector docked to the door.
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Figure 5.13: Experimental result of Quadrotor opening the door. Case-1: The hinge is located on the left hand side, as shown
in Figure 5.11. Case-2: The hinge is located on the right hand side.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of yaw angle of Quadrotor y/, the estimated door angle C and, the actual door angle 0 . The docking
occurred at around t=45sec. The Quadrotor undocked at around 57 sec.
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Figure 5.12 shows another view of the Quadrotor pushing the door with the hinge on the left hand side.
The result of manipulation is shown in Figure 5.13. The red trace correspond the dock position Padck and
the blue trace corresponds to the Quadrotor end-effector position. In the next experiment, the hinge is
shifted to right hand side and the Quadrotor successfully pushes open the door despite the change in
hinge location. The resulting trajectories are plotted in Figure 5.13 along with the previous result. Figure
5.14 shows the time plot of this manipulation.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented two manipulation schemes that accommodate uncertainty in the system.
In one case the mass parameter was assumed to be unknown, and in the second case the kinematic
constraint is assumed to be unknown. In both the cases, the approach is validated through simulation
and experiments. Quadrotor opening a door is demonstrated.
In the next chapter, we will present a novel flexible Quadrotor design denoted as ParaFlex. Unlike the
rigid Quadrotor we used so far in this thesis, ParaFlex due to the compliant structure is robust to
accidental collision.
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6 Design and Control of a Flexible Quadrotor
in the preceding chapters we used a Quadrotor which is rigid by construction. When the Quadrotor was
subjected to aggressive docking, we ensured stability by active control method. While contact was
intentional in the manipulation case, making it robust to aggressive docking renders the UAV robust to
accidental contacts. This chapter presents a novel design for a Quadrotor UAV that is allowed to flex
when subject to collisions. We propose a flexible UAV Design designated as ParaFlex.
Figure 6.1: ParaFlex Quadrotor UAV
ParaFlex design consists of four link mechanisms with revolute spring-joints at corners. When a diagonal
force is applied, the frame deforms. Because of the spring and dampers at the revolute joints, the
original shape is restored with decaying oscillations. ParaFlex Quadrotor UAV is shown in Figure 6.1, has
four propellers that are protected within the shrouds. When the Quadrotor collides, the collision forces
are transferred to the body through the Shroud. Figure 6.2 shows the scenario of ParaFlex colliding with
a wall. We note that the component of the force perpendicular to the diagonal cannot deform ParaFlex.
Our assumption is that external forces and impacts occur mostly along the diagonal. This is reasonable,
because ParaFlex can be made to fly along the diagonal, which can be its heading direction, and hence
likely to receive impacts along the diagonal.
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xi = 0.5rm/s
Figure 6.2: ParaFlex colliding with a wall. Collision force changes the deformation angle A .
6.1 Benefits of ParaFlex over a Rigid Quadrotor
In comparison to active control method proposed to handle aggressive docking in Chapter-4, the main
advantage here is that ParaFlex can bring mechanical robustness to collision. During a high velocity
collision, the forces appearing on the body are usually impulsive. Because of high bandwidth of the
impulsive forces, it is difficult to deal with it using a band limited controller. Moreover, the impact forces
can also damage the UAV frame which intron may lead to crash. The mechanical flexibility provides
inherent "softness" to the collision reducing the collision force bandwidth. As a result, the low
bandwidth controller may have a better chance of stabilizing the UAV during a collision.
Another benefit of introducing flexibility is that the kinetic energy can be stored inside the spring and
released after the impact. This permits the ParaFlex to sprint away from the obstacle after the impact.
Further, flexibility permits of estimation of impact forces that can be used for improving control
performance. With the knowledge of the model, impact force can be estimated which will then permit
designing of collision response algorithms.
6.2 Objectives
Our goal in this chapter is to demonstrate the benefits of incorporating flexibility. In order to show the
benefits, we focus on three main objectives as follows
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1. We first show that when a ParaFlex collides with a wall, significantly less forces appears on the
frame in comparison to the rigid Quadrotor. We assume both ParaFlex and the rigid Quadrotor
are running the same free-flight controller and undergo a similar collision course.
2. We then show that presence of flexible joint will minimally compromise free-flight performance.
That is, when ParaFlex is not colliding, its flight performance closely matches to that of a rigid
Quadrotor. We will show that a linear controller designed for a Quadrotor can easily be
employed for ParaFlex.
3. We propose use of a nonlinear controller based on the contact model. We use the control
design proposed in Chapter-4.4.3. The goal is to combine the robustness from the controller and
from the flexible structure.
(B)
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of ParaFlex navigating through a tight hallway. Top view shows the ParaFlex and its path. The plot
below shows the forces appearing on body. Red-trace is the forces appearing on the ParaFlex and the Blue-trace is the force
appearing on a rigid frame equivalent Quadrotor.
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6.2.1 Objective - (1)
To demonstrate the first objective, that is, to show the impact force reduction capability, we conduct
simulation studies. We then present experimental result of a collision course using a fabricated ParaFlex.
Figure 6.3 shows simulation of ParaFlex colliding with the wall as it navigates through a tight space. The
numerical simulation was performed in Nastran [24]. Two simulation experiments were conducted. In
one case, ParaFlex was made to traverse the trajectory shown in the figure. Because of the high speed,
the ParaFlex collides into the walls. The Points of impact are shown in green boxes. The corresponding
force on the Shroud is plotted. A log scale is used for the y-axis in order to accommodate large swings. In
the second case, an equivalent rigid Quadrotor was used. The force appearing on the shroud in the case
of a rigid Quadrotor is plotted in blue trace. As expected, the results suggest that ParaFlex incurred far
less collision forces in comparison to the rigid Quadrotor. In order to conduct experiments, two version
of ParaFlex were fabricated. The details are presented in the following section.
Figure 6.4: Version 1 of ParaFlex. (A) Shows the complete view of ParaFlex. (B) Shows the onboard computer made by X-UFO.
(C) Shows the ParaFlex in relaxed state and (D) shows the ParaFlex in deformed state.
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Figure 6.5: Version 2 of ParaFlex showing the protective shrouds around the propellers.
Figure 6.4 shows the first version of fabricated ParaFlex. It consists of four main components: The frame
made of carbon fiber tubes, the revolute joints fabricated through rapid prototyping, the central
processing unit and the actuators. The spring/damper is made using elastic bands that connected the
diagonally opposite corners. Figure 6.5 shows second version of ParaFlex that includes four shrouds and
is much lighter than the first version. Both the versions of ParaFlex sustained up to 8 minutes of flight
time with one fully charged battery. The next section presents the collision experiment with ParaFlex.
Using the fabricated ParaFlex, a collision experiment was conducted as follows. The ParaFlex was made
to collide with a static wall as shown in the inset of Figure 6.6. A Force-Torque sensor embedded in the
wall measured the impact forces. The resulting force is shown in red-trace in Figure 6.6. The collision
occurred at t=13.75sec. The spikes indicate repeated collision after which at t=13.9sec, a continuous
force appeared due to sustained contact point. The key aspect to note is that the magnitude of the force
is of the order of 60N.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental result of ParaFlex colliding with a wall (Red-trace). Blue trace corresponds to a rigid Quadrotor
colliding with the wall with same impact velocity.
A similar experiment was conducted using a rigid Quadrotor. The resulting plot is shown with blue-trace
in Figure 6.6. The collision occurred at t=16.1sec. The impact force was beyond the scale of the Force-
Torque sensor and was estimated to be beyond 180N. The experiment resulted in a fracture of the
corner joint, suggesting significantly higher impact force. The experiments clearly demonstrate the force
reduction capability of ParaFlex.
6.2.2 Objective - (2)
We will now focus on the second objective mentioned in Section-6.2. That is, we show that the included
spring and damper will not compromise the nominal flight performance. In other words, through
analysis and simulation we study the impact of spring stiffness and damping coefficients on nominal
flight performance.
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We note that ParaFlex has 7 degrees of freedom. 6 degrees of freedom are due to rigid body motion and
the 7th degree comes from the flexible mode. We derive the linearized dynamics of a Quadrotor
assuming small angle of deformation 2. The approximate rigid body dynamics can be derived as
X Q Og + "'
mg
F
zQ - -g+cosOcos# zb
mQ
L MO (6.1)
L MO
-MVLJ
where, Fex, is the externally applied impact force, which is long the x-axis. L is the diagonal length of
the ParaFlex and LO is the nominal relaxed length. The approximate dynamics of A can be derived as
- 2- + r7 )2K M
2D __A ___A e2 (6.2)
where mA is the mass of the actuator and the shroud. According to Equation-(6.2), even when there is
no external impact force, that is when F, = 0, the A dynamics is excited by the yaw control input M,.
In other words, when the ParaFlex is commanded to Yaw, the yaw input causes an undesirable
deformation in the structure. The extent of deformation depends on the parameters of the system.
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A linear controller is implemented based on the dynamics in Equation-(6.1). The control design for such
a system is discussed in Chapter-4.1. The plot in Figure 6.7 shows the performance of Yaw for a square
wave reference input. The first plot shows a series of plots for VI(t) with varying spring stiffness Ks .
When the spring stiffness is high (Ks = 10 ), I (t) closely follows the commanded yaw V/,d (t). When
the spring stiffness is reduced, yaw tracking error increases. The corresponding variation in the
deformation angle A can be seen in the second plot of Figure 6.7. The third plot shows the control
input M, . It is interesting to note that when the spring stiff is low, the control input energy is higher.
This is simply due to larger tracking error in V/ (t) .
Figure 6.7: V/ and A- - tracking performance during free-flight.
2
The spring stiffness Ks is designed as follows. We first assume a maximum anticipated external
impulsive for F,,,. We then design Ks (and KD) such that the dynamics in Equation-(6.2) will result in a
maximum swing of 2A <2, . This is necessary to ensure the deformation is within this practical
limits. We these designed KsKD we perform simulation studies to estimate the maximum tracking
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6.2.3 Objective - (3)
When the ParaFlex collides with the wall, the impact forces deform the flexible joints. If the angle of
impact (pitch angle) is such that 0> 0, then the resulting impact will cause further increase in the pitch
angle, that is the ParaFlex may flip over and slam into the obstacle. Let ,,, 6, be the angles just after
and just before impact respectively. The extent of this transient depends on the impact velocity, mass of
the Quadrotor, and the angle itself, and of course the control gains. This process is similar to that of
docking we presented in in Chapter-4.4.3, wherein the proposed controller improved the robustness to
aggressive docking.
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Figure 6.8: Performance of nonlinear controller on flexible Quadrotor. The red trace is the collision performance of a rigid
Quadrotor using a baseline free-flight controller. Blue trace is the collision performance of a rigid Quadrotor with the
controller presented in Chapter-4.4.3. The Magenta trace is the collision performance of a flexible Quadrotor using the
controller of Chapter-4.4.3. The effective area covered under the curve is indicative of robustness.
We conducted simulation studies to use such a controller on the flexible UAV, which resulted in
significant improvement in robustness. Plot in Figure 6.8 show the result of performing collision test
with various pitch angle 0 and impact velocities. It can be noted that a Flexible UAV with nonlinear our
controller has a significantly improved robustness to collision.
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel flexible UAV design called ParaFlex. Through analysis, simulation
and experiments we demonstrated the advantages of such a design. We showed that ParaFlex is robust
to collisions and its nominal free- flight performance is close to that of a rigid Quadrotor. We proposed a
nonlinear controller that improved collision robustness.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
The thesis proposed a novel UAV based manipulation scheme to apply controlled amount of forces to an
Object in a stable manner. The thesis presented single and multi UAV, multi-degree of manipulation
schemes. In order to achieve the mentioned goal, the thesis proposed several design of passive, light-
weight end-effector that facilitated stable docking and efficient manipulation of Objects. To validate the
proposed manipulation schemes, a Simulation, Test and Validation Environment (STeVE) is developed.
The thesis presented the components and their interconnections within STeVE and how they permitted
fast and efficient validation.
The underlying dynamics during manipulation is modeled by considering both the free-flight and contact
cases. In both cases, the underlying state is divided into those pertain to degrees of freedom that govern
manipulation, and those that do not. These are in turn used to ensure manipulation, and contact
stability. Both single and two UAV-based manipulation tasks are considered. In all cases, contact stability
conditions are derived and procedures to generate reference commands that ensure contact stability
are presented. Simulation results are reported to support the validity of the models and model-based
manipulation strategies. Flight tests with single and two Quadrotors are presented that demonstrate
successful and stable UAV-based manipulation.
The thesis proposed a strategy for manipulation of kinematically constrained Object on a 2D surface.
The proposed method used path of least resistance approach to manipulate object even when the
kinematic constrains are unknown. By estimating the direction of motion of the Object through
differential measurements, the Quadrotor UAV is commanded to apply a pushing force that not only
ensures contact stability, but also results in successful manipulation. When the system parameters such
as the mass are unknown, the thesis experimentally demonstrated the performance of adaptive
nonlinear tracking controller.
The thesis proposed a novel flexible UAV design called ParaFlex. Through simulation and experiments,
the advantages of ParaFlex over a rigid Quadrotor were demonstrated.
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7.1 Future Work
The UAV based manipulation approach presented in this thesis is the first step in the direction.
Manipulation by means of docking has many advantages over the other methods as described in chapter
1. In this section, we will present new of the next steps towards UAV based manipulation.
7.1.1 Multi Degree of Freedom Manipulation
The thesis considered a single degree of freedom manipulation. Using the same approach, multi degree
manipulation scheme can easily be implemented. For instance, an Object on a 2D surface can be
manipulated in all three degree of freedom, which is, pushing front-back, left-right and rotation.
Figure 7.1: Example of Quadrotor scribing on a board.
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Another example is shown in Figure 7.1, where a Quadrotor UAV is performing 2D manipulation on a
surface. (Although this experiment was conducted during the thesis, the details of the approach are not
presented in this thesis).
7.1.2 Assistive Manipulation
Since UAVs have limited air lifting payload capacity, larger conventional robotic systems can be used to
air lift an Object. Using the approach proposed in this thesis, smaller UAVs can assist the larger robotic
systems to perform small scale manipulation. One example is where a large crane can lift a heavy Object
using a cable, and the UAV perform sideways manipulation to precisely maneuver the Object.
7.1.3 Manipulation in GPS Denied Environments
All of the experimental validation presented in this thesis used full state feedback. That is, the position
and orientation of the Quadrotors were assumed to be known (As presented in Chapter 2, Flight Test
Environment). This state information, however, may not be available in outdoor environments. The
manipulation methods presented in this thesis can be suitably modified to incorporate onboard local
sensing. One advantage of manipulation by docking is that, precise docking location is not necessary in
most cases. Moreover, many of the state information (like angles) can be sensed using onboard sensors.
Robust and practical use of the manipulation scheme presented in thesis requires development of state
estimation methods in order to implement the control algorithms.
7.1.4 Human in the Loop Manipulation
Instead of having the computer perform the complete control task, a hybrid control approach can be
developed that combines the human operator skills with controller's performance to achieve an overall
improvement in manipulation performance. This essentially supplements the state information that is
limited in GPS denied environments.
7.1.5 Force Feedback
The manipulation scheme proposed in this thesis can be thought of as a remote teleported robot. Data
from the UAV can be sent back to the human operator as force feedback that permits the human
operator to perform efficient manipulation. For instance, impedance control approach can be used to
determine the force feedback. This of course requires suitable force feedback device on the operator
end.
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